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CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: Hood morning, ladies and 

jentlemen, and welcome to the House Judiciary Committee's 

lay 7, 1987 meeting where we are going to overview the Sunset 

3f the Pennsylvania State Ethics Commission. 

We would like to lead off our meetinq this morning 

?y welcominq Miss Marilyn Brill, Vice-president of the League 

3f Women Voters of Pennsylvania. As we do that and as Miss 

Jrill comes to the table and activates her microphone, I would 

Like to introduce our Subcommittee Chairman, Kevin Blaum from 

7ilkes-Barre. To my far left, Mike Bortner of York; Tom 

Taltacrirone of Berks and Bob Peber of Montgomery County at my 

far right. We also have the Chief Counsel for our Committee, 

like Edmiston and Chief Counsel for the Republican side, Mary 

Woolley. They are with us this morning and I am hopeful that 

Jther members might be coming in. We are expecting at least 

:wo or three more. 

Thank you very much for joining us this morning *. 

ind we look forward to your testimony. 

K5. BRILL: Thank you, Representative DeWeese. 

[ am Marilyn Brill, Vice-president of the League of Women 

Voters of Pennsylvania, representing 60 local Leagues from 

across the Commonwealth. The League appreciates the 

jpportunity to appear before the House Judiciary Committee 

:oday as you deliberate the Sunset Review of the State Ethics 

Commission. 
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The League has always been a strong advocate of 

procedures that make government more open, accountable, and 

responsive to its citizens. We believe that disclosure of 

financial interests by state and local officials is an important 

ingredient in making government more accountable and promoting 

public confidence in government. 

The League believes that strong ethics laws are as 

important today as they were when most states passed ethics 

legislation in the 1970's. Everyday ethical questions about 

officials and people in power are front page news - Wall 

Street scandals, bribery charges against judges and indictments 

of White House officials. In a recent U.S. News and World 

Report cover story entitled "Lying in America", Gary Edwards 

of the Ethics Resource Center says "A free and open society 

needs a high degree of ethical conduct, because people must 

have trust in their institutions and in the leaders of those t 

institutions. In business, where that doesn't happen, you t 

h 
lose economic freedom and get more regulation. In government, f 

when trust and confidence break dov/n, you get apathy, cynicism 

and ultima tely, anarchy." 

Government cannot legislate ethics but it can 

create a uniform system, a standard of conduct for officials 

and specific prohibitions which are consistently enforced. 

Ethics laws outline procedures for officials in order to avoid 

conflicts of interest and the appearance of impropriety. With 
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strong, uniform ethics laws, the public confidence in 

jovernment increases and the respect for office grows. The 

Dublic knows that all are abiding by this uniform standard and 

aolitics becomes a more ethical profession in the public's 

nind. 

Pennsylvania's Ethics Act states that "the people 

lave the right to be assured that the financial interests of 

the holders of and candidates for public office present neither 

i conflict nor the appearance of a conflict with the public 

:rust". Our government is built on that trust. The League 

>elieves that the State Ethics Commission, as an independent 

>ody, protects that trust and benefits all levels of 

rovernment. Therefore, we support the reauthorization of the 

?tate Ethics Commission. 

The League suggests the following improvements in 

:he Ethics Act and the State Ethics Commission: 

(1) Expansion of the definition of immediate 

iamily. Presently only a spouse and dependent children are 

Lncluded in the definition of immediate family. Many questions 

lave been raised about public officials usinq their position 

:o benefit nondependent children or other relatives. The 

league believes it is inappropriate for public officials to 

lse their positions to benefit any relative and that expansion 

)f the definition of immediate family would prevent such 

ictivities. 
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(2) Penalties for late filing of financial 

disclosure statements and for filing false or incomplete 

statements. The Act presently contains no penalties for 

filing late, false, or incomplete financial disclosure 

statements. Without such penalties information presented on 

financial disclosure statements would be of little value in 

determining possible conflicts of interest. In addition, the 

State Ethics Commission or the Attorney General should enforce 

these penalties promptly. The power of enforcement is the 

necessary final step in the effectiveness of the Act. 

(3) Adequate funding for sufficient staff and 

inspection by the State Ethics Commission. The Legislative 

Budget and Finance Committee's performance audit of the State 

Ethics Commission points out that an ever increasing backlog 

of cases can be overcome by full funding and staffing. 

Currently only a few inspectors handle the case load across 

the state. 

Adequate funding would also assure that public 

reports by the State Ethics Commission, such as the Annual 

Report, would be completed on schedule. Currently the latest 

Annual Report is for 1985, with 1986 unfinished. These reports, 

as well as listing of opinions, should be made widely 

available to the public through a mailing list including 

newspapers and organizations, in addition to notices in the 

Pennsylvania Bulletin. 
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(4) Financial reports, management and performance 

audits, and long-range plans by the Ethics Commission should 

be conducted on a regular basis and be made available to the 

public. By undergoing performance audits regularly, the State 

Ethics Commission may avoid some of the management criticisms 

contained in the recent Legislative Finance and Budget 

Commission's report. 

(5) The Commission itself should have a full 

complement of members at all times, rather than operating with 

a partial Commission as has happened in the past. We would 

also recommend that the public be represented on the Commissioi 

~>y the appointment of a representative of a public interest 

jroup. As it now is composed, all of the Commission members 

lave connections with a political party. We believe that a 

specific representative of the public would help increase 

confidence in the Commission. 

The League believes that lawyers serving as public 

officials should be brought under the provisions of the State 

Sthics Act. Recently, the Commonwealth Court ruled that state 

jmployees who are attorneys do not have to file financial 

lisclosure statements with the Ethics Commission. The Court 

leld that attorneys are accountable only to the Code of 

>rofessional Responsibility of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court. 

We believe that this decision weakens the 

jurisdiction of the State Ethics Commission. All public 
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Dffi cials and employees who determine public policy or expend 

public funds must be included in the Pennsylvania Ethics Act. 

Exemptions only weaken and diminish the law. Allowing lawyers 

who are public officials to keep their sources of income from 

the public does not build public trust in government. We also 

selieve that lawyers should be restricted from providing legal 

representation to conflicting parties or agencies. 

We applaud the House Judiciary Committee for 

sailing this hearing to assess the effectiveness of the State 

Sthics Commission in a timely fashion and adhereing to the 

bimetable as outlined in the Sunset Act. The reauthorization 

)f the State Ethics Commission should be handled with clear anc 

jrderly deliberations. Delays will not benefit the citizens of 

Pennsylvania. 

Stephan Stover, of the Council on Governmental 

Sthics Laws recently said that "eternal vigilance is the price 

sf ethics". The League will continue to work to strengthen 

ithics laws in Pennsylvania and build a strong State Ethics 

Commission to enforce the Ethics Act. The State Ethics 

Commission should be reauthorized with provisions for 

sufficient staff and enforcement powers to meet its needs. 

rhe League appreciates the opportunity to work with the 

Legislature to continue the State Ethics Commission in its 

nission of protecting the public trust in public office. 

Phank you. 



CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: Thank you, Marilyn. Do you 

lave some other members of your organization you would like to 

introduce or come up in case we have a couple of questions? 

MS. BRILL: Well, Charlotte Glauser is a state 

joard director and has also worked on ethics legislation, is 

lere today. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: She is welcome to come up and 

join you. She may have a few observations and questions. 

lob Reber. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

JY REPRESENTATIVE REBER (To Ms. Glauser): 

p. On page three at the end of the paragraph at the 

start of the page, you made the statement, "We also believe 

:hat lawyers should be restricted from providing legal 

representation to conflicting parties or agencies." 

I'm not sure if I quite clearly understand what the 

.mport of that statement means. 

A The League the past two years did a study on 

mthorities in Pennsylvania. During the course of the study, 

;e discovered that there are certain instances where 

solicitors for municipalities also are solicitors for an 

mthority, and we felt that there might be a conflict because 

Jiey are representing two parties that might possibly be in 

sonflict. In addition, we found that there were certain 

nstances where attorneys represented parties who were 
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applying for certain parts of an authority when they were also 

solicitors for the authority. 

So, it struck us that there was a direct conflict 

and the question came up as to who was representing who. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: Okay. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: Kevin Blaum. 

JY REPRESENTATIVE BLAUM (To Ms. Brill): 

Q How broad a definition of immediate family would 

:he League be interested in seeing? 

A Well,we don't have a specific wording to propose 

•JO you this morning. 

0 Mother, father? 

A Immediate family and dependent and nondependent 

:hildren I think certainly should be included. Whether we go 

[own to cousins and second cousins and things like that, I 

:hink it would be worthwhile — 

0 Some people want to? 

A Yes, I am aware of that as discussed. I think it 

rould he worthwhile to look into other states and model ethics 

sodes to find out how this is handled, and there are states 

tat do have strong ethics laws that we would be able to 

itilize this information. 

But we don't have specific wording to present 

:his morning. We would be interested, as I say, in anything 

hat would protect candidates and public officials from an 



appearance of impropriety. We think it should include at 

least the immediate family and dependent and nondependent 

children. The question has been raised with adult children 

and the financial interests of adult children. 

Q But beyond that you are not willing to include 

cousins and parents? 

A I would like to research it a little further and 

find out how it has worked in other states. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: Representative Caltagirone and 

then Mike Bortner. 

REPRESENTATIVE CALTAGIRONE: Thank you. I was 

juite intriqued by your comparison of the attorney that might 

lave conflict by serving on an authority and a municipality. 

r..et me give you another illustration of conflict right here in 

this legislature, a lot closer to home. 

When you have, let's say, a gas crisis in 1977 and 

people are attempting to push alternatives such as gasohol 

bo help our farmers in the state. And you have an attorney 

Ln a very.- veri- high position who also happened to be a 

Legislator. lie is on retainer to Gulf Oil Company, Gulf Oil 

corporation at the time, for a very nice fee. Would you 

assume that that could nrovide for potential conflict? 

MRS. GLAUSER: I would certainly think so. 

US. BRILL: Certainly the appearance of a conflict 

ind it would certainly deter the public trust in government. 
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REPRESENTATIVE CALTAGIRONE: I thought so, too, at 

the time because the bill should never have qotten out of 

committee and we always wondered why. It hanpcns to be Leroy 

Irvis, who is the Speaker of the House of Representatives. 

I also am intrigued by this because what we have is 

a situation whore in the State House of Representatives and 

the Statp Senate right here in Harrisburq, all of the leaders 

af both parties, House and Senate, hanpen to be attorneys. 

E would imagine that they are probably practicing attorneys. 

Do you think that they should forego their practice 

Df law if they really want to have truly public service in their 

leart without having retainers on the side with different 

businesses and interests in this state? 

MS. BRILL: I don't know about foregoing, but I 

think public disclosure of some of their financial interests 

fould certainly clarify where there might be conflicts of 

Interest if they arise. And then if there is a conflict, 

bhen they should not be able to vote on certain questions. 

MRS. GLAUSER: I would agree with Ilarilyn on that. 

[ think the idea of using any public office to further private 

Tain is something that we are dead set against. Itow, what 

Eorm it takes is something that would have to take some 

Looking into. 

REPRESENTATIVE CALTAGIRONE: Well, as you 

trobably know, our courts in this state ruled that judges and 
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attorneys, who also happen to be public employees, are 

axcluded from this Act. But in the state of Wisconsin, the 

comparison is made that even judges have to file. 

MS. BRILL: Pennsylvania is one of the few states 

that has excluded lawyers from such laws as this ethics law. 

\s said in our testimony, we would believe that this needs to 

3e corrected and that lawyers who do serve as public officials 

leed to be brought under the provisions of the Ethics Act. 

Jisconsin is one of the several states that has very strong 

Jthics laws, and I think we could look very carefully at that 

Law to see how it is handled. 

REPRESENTATIVE CALTAGIP.OHE: I find it very 

lifficult for a person, who is on retainer with his or her 

Law firm, working as a public official in any capacity in this 

state. I am having a difficulty when things came up either in 

Legislation or issues that come before that body, that elected 

)ody, that that person is elected to. How they weigh those 

.ssues as opposed to the interests protecting their retainers 

:hat they have with those companies and to corporations. I 

:ind that that is an absolute and obvious conflict at times on 

ssues that we discuss, debate on or vote on. Whether it is 

it this level or any other level of qovernment. 

MS. BRILL: We would concur with your 

reservations. 

MRS. GLAUSER: I think this anplies not only to 
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attorneys, but there are also people in the legislature who 

lave other business interests. Insurance, who do vote on 

Issues that relate to their private income, frankly. I think 

that some sort of opting out of a vote, if it conflicts with 

four private interests, ought to be at least a rule of the two 

louses that I think would be very helpful even if we didn't 

jet it written into law. 

REPRESENTATIVE CALTAGIRONE: Or possibly put it 

Lnto a trust such as they do in Washington. So that there is 

io conflict. So you are not participating in anything that 

rou benefit directly or indirectly by. 

MRS. GLAUSER: The judicial disclosure that Chief 

rustice Nix instituted when he became chief justice is very 

lelpful because he does require financial disclosure and 

spousal disclosure of financial interests, but they are not 

spen to the public. That is just a court administrative thing 

md we would like to see it open to the public. 

REPRESENTATIVE CALTAGIRONE: Thank you. Thank you, 

Ir. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: Mike Bortner, York County. 

JY REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER (To Ms. Brill): 

Q To follow up on that then, you would feel that, 

For example, somebody who is an insurance man or an insurance 

igent in the legislature shouldn't be voting on any insurance 

Issues that come before the legislature? 



A We think there would be a question of impropriety 

there. We think they should withdraw themselves from votes. 

0 How about farmers that vote on issues like a 

bottle bill or other farm related issues that they would seem 

to have some special interest? You think they should not vote 

on those kinds of issues? 

A I don't see that they would be getting a monetary 

reward from something such as a bottle bill. 

Q Well, it costs farmers money and by requiring 

returnable containers would eliminate that problem for them. 

rhey certainly have some financial gain. It seems to me you 

ôuld take this — 

A You could take this ad infinitum all the way down 

bhe line. I am sure that there are certain parameters that 

rould need to be set. 

Q Well, that is what the Ethics Commission did in 

a decision before they reversed themselves. I, frankly, kind 

3f resent the attention that is always focused on lav/yers who 

lappen to be one profession that practices in this House. 

[ think the beauty of this : ,'stem of a citizen legislature is 

bhat we have people from all different walks of life. And the 

fact that you come in here as a small businessman and vote on 

Issues that affect small business people and vote on reduction 

>f corporate net income tax, to me that is not a conflict of 

Interest. Do you think that is a conflict of interest? 



A I don't believe so, no. 

Q I mean, do you see that as the same kind of 

luestion or totally different issue? Well, let ne ask you, 

/hat is the difference between a small business person voting 

jn an issue that affects small business and a lawyer voting on 

m issue that affects some client he may have done work for or 

i business he may have done work for sometime? 

A He has a direct financial benefit from the client 

:hat he has worked for. You also get into whether they have 

.nvestments of a certain percentage in business, something like 

:hat. I think that is where the conflict arises where there is 

i direct personal gain. 

o But you would see that different as a small 

msiness person who is voting on — 

A Generic type — 

0 — on unemployment compensation laws that they feel 

ire too high and ought to be reduced or workmens' compensation 

:ontributions that are too high and ought to be reduced? 

:ou see that as a different issue? 

A Well, I think lines would have to be drawn 

iomewhere because people do have outside interests and are 

nvolved in a variety of things. So, there has to be certain 

>arameters that are drawn about whether you have a direct 

financial gain and what the Dercentage of the gain is or a 

lirect holding in a company, something along those lines. 
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Q I think the distinction has to be drawn as to 

whether you benefit personally as opposed to having some 

Indirect benefit because of a relationship with an organization 

>r membership on the board. I think everybody has these 

{uestions that they have got to decide personally when they 

feel a conflict of interest arises. Frankly, lawyers do that 

ill the time. Either decline representation because of a 

:onflict or an apparent conflict and I think they do that here. 

I certainly don't feel that I am disqualified from 

noting on criminal justice issues because I represented a 

:riminal defendant or would continue to represent one. I just 

:ee that as not a whole lot different than the way it affects 

>ther businesses or other professions. 

I have one other thing I would like to follow up 

:ort of in the same vein. Your recommendation that there be a 

>ublic member appointed to the commission. What would make 

rou a public member as opposed to the members who are on the 

jommission right now? 

A Well, the members who are on the commission right 

tow are appointed by the Governor, the leadership of the House 

tnd the Senate. We think that there should be a 

representative from a public interest group that would not 

>e appointed by a member of a political party. 

Q Who makes the appointment? Somebody has got to put 

Jie person on there? 



A Right. 

Q Are you suggesting that we have a designated spot 

for Common Cause or the League of Women Voters? 

A We would be open to that, yes. I think could be 

appointed by the State Ethics Commission or somebody like that, 

but a recommendation from a public interest group to be seated 

on the commission I think would be beneficial. 

Q Would that person have to be an independent or 

nonpartisan as far as their registration? I mean, you seem tc 

object to the fact that people have a political affiliation. 

A Well, I think that there would be the appearance 

of some conflict if they are appointed by the political 

parties and I don't think that we necessarily need to disen

franchise this person and say that they would have to be an 

independent or not registered as one party or the other. But 

the appointment process I think would need to be looked at. 

Q So, you feel making gubernatorial appointments, 

in your view, does not get adequate representation from 

members of the public? 

A I think there might be an appearance of a conflict 

if something concerning the Governor comes up for a vote and 

these people are appointed by the Governor. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: To me, you have very little 

Dnf idence in the ability of people to assume a position and put thos<2 

ast relationships aside. I don't have any difficulty with that at 
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ill. And I don't think that people appointed to this 

:ommission or a lot of others by the Governor are ever 

ixpected to deliver votes or make a decision on that basis. 

: think a lot of those appointments are made, and I'm not 

iure even the Governor remembers who he has appointed as 

ime goes on. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: With all due respect to the 

entleman from York County, I think he is living in Never 

lever Land if he doesn't think that Richard Thornburgh knew 

ho he was appointing to the Ethics Commission when he 

ppointed the Secretary of Leglislative Affairs' wife to the 

Ithics Commission. 

I think you are on target when you want to take 

way some of the partisan aspects of things. These people 

ight here are politicians. If Bob Casey is going to appoint 

eople, they are going to be politicians, too. We're going to 

ave to do something to make the Ethics Commission less parti-

an. Because when we have the Governor's Mansion Bill or the 

iovernor's Mansion issue decided on a party line vote and Dick 

hornburgh's people vote to say he could raise private money, 

iolitical money, private money; the same thing, and use a state 

acility for that kind of aggrandizement, it is baldly, blatant-

y and incontrovertibly political. So, I think Mr. Bornter 

s wrong and I want to state that for the record. 
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Also, I want to state for the record that's not 

:he only time, in ray opinion, that the State Ethics Commission 

icted in an abjectly political manner. And I think the State 

Ithics Commission is replete with politicians, appointed by 

politicians and I can't fiqure out why you are not more 

vehement and more acerbic in your observations about their 

recent performance. But anyway, that is just my observation. 

Thank you very much for joininq us, ladies, and we 

Lre going to take your comments into account. I am sure we 

all be working with you over the next several weeks because 

: think most of the members, and I am sure the staff, don't 

lave quite the jaundice that I have relative to this issue. 

!hank you very much. 

MS. BRILL: Thank you. 

MRS. GLAUSER: Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: Our next person on the agenda 

s G. Sieber Pancoast, Chairman, Pennsylvania State Ethics 

lommission. Sieb, I think if you would like to invite the 

>ther members or any of the staff, that certainly would be 

impropriate and they would be welcome. Good morning and 

re 1 come. 

DR. PANCOAST: Thank you very much. We appreciate 

:he opportunity to come before you today. The members of the 

:ommission that are present with us, to my left, Helena Hughes. 

oe Marshall, who is the vice chairman of the commission, Paul 
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Smith, the most experienced member of the commission and our 

executive director, John Contino is also present here. 

Honorable Chairman DeWeese and Honorable members 

)f the Judiciary Committee, I am pleased to offer a formal 

statement on behalf of all of the members of the State Ethics 

Commission. 

As chairman of the State Ethics Commission I am 

lere today pursuant to the Sunset Act to testify concerning 

:he need for the continued existence of the commission. In 

L978, the General Assembly of Pennsylvania enacted the 

Conflicts of Interest law, more commonly referred to as the 

Itate Ethics Act. With the promulgation of this law, there 

ras simultaneously created an agency independent of the three 

(ranches of government, the State Ethics Commission. This 

.andmark legislation codified a long-standing common law 

>ublic policy that public office is a public trust and any 

iffort to realize personal financial gain through public 

>ffice is a violation of this trust. 

In order to effectuate this policy the law vested 

n the commission three primary functions: 

(1) To administer and enforce the financial 

lisclosure requirement of the law; 

(2) To issue advisory opinions and advice to 

mblic officials and employees regarding their duties and 

esponsibilities under the law, and; 
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(3) To investigate, upon sworn complaint or upon 

the commission's own motion, alleged violations of the 

provisions of the Ethics Act. 

One of the more imoortant aspects of this 

legislation is the fact that it applies to public officials 

and employees at both the state and local levels of 

Tovernment. Thus, for the first tine in the history of the 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, a uniform and comprehensive 
l. 

statute was established setting forth standards of conduct for 

virtually all individuals serving in the public sector. 

This commission, for the past nine years, has 

Jilicrently pursued its statutory mandate in the most efficient 

and effective manner possible. The first several years of the 

commission were concentrated on establishing an operational 

framework from which the commission could proceed. Now that 

this structure has been developed, the commission may continue 

to fulfill the duties and responsibilities vested in it by law. 

The State Ethics Act has undergone many legal 

jhallenges and while there has been some erosion of the Act's 

application to certain groups of individuals such as judges 

md lawyers, the Act has survived a substantial number of 

>ther constitutional attacks. 

In fact, there have been approximately 35 court 

lecisions regarding the various provisions of the Ethics Act 

iuring the commission's history. The vast majority of these 
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court decisions have upheld the provisions of the law and have 

affirmed this commission's application of the lav/. The court's 

validation of this law and the decisions establishing the 

parameters of the law's purview have laid a legal foundation 

Eor the commission's continued existence. The body of law 

that has been created and the oublic policy as enunciated by 

the General Assembly is now well rooted. This law and policy 

3hould not be allowed to deteriorate. 

The need for the continued existence of the State 

3thics Commission is nowhere better evidenced than through the 

nyriad of functions performed by the agency and the degree to 

/hich the commission is called upon to carry out these 

functions. 

During the past nine years, this commission has 

Issued approximately 1200 advices and more than 230 opinions. 

Cn addition, the commission staff responds to hundreds of 

inquiries each week by way of telephone. These opinions and 

idvices have been issued directly to public officials and 

»mployees at all levels of government and were in response to 

juestions that had been posed by these individuals. 

The resultant decisions have addressed issues 

ranging from the routine to the extremely complex. Many of 

-Jiese decisions involved questions of first imDression for 

/hich there existed no prior guidance. For the most part, the 

mblic officials and employees who seek the advice of the 



sommission have no other avenue available for the resolution 

af their questions. The Commission, in this respect, provides 

an independent forum from which public officials and 

amployees are able to obtain advice and guidance regarding 

bheir activities as public servants. Not only does the 

commission perform this vital advisory role, the power to 

Issue such opinions also provides a protection to persons who 

seek advance determination as to the propriety of certain 

ictivities. Public officials who obtain such advisory 

jpinions also are able to perform the duties and 

responsibilities of their office with confidence and certainty 

:hat their actions will not later be subject to review. 

The presence of the commission thus plays an 

.mportant role from a broader perspective in government 

>pe rations. 

Indeed, public officials, employees and candidates 

:or public office have, to a great extent, come to rely upon 

:he State Ethics Commission's ability to issue these opinions 

.n a prospective manner. As such, there is no doubt that the 

:ermination of this agency and the mechanism set forth above 

rould create a major void in an area where there now exists a 

rital need. 

As noted, the Ethics Act for the first time in 1 

:he history of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania required 

>ublic disclosure of certain financial interests of public 
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•fficials and employees. This unprecedented requirement of 

ublic office was promulgated in order to strengthen the faith 

md confidence of the people of the state in their government. 

•he General Assembly further set forth the intent of this 

equirement and specifically delineated that the disclosure 

as to assure the public that the financial interest of 

olders of or candidates for public office present neither a 

onflict nor the appearance of a conflict with the public 

rust. 

The State Ethics Commission has administered and 

nforced this statutory requirement. The commission has 

romulgated rules and regulations to carry out this function. 

dditionally, the commission has established an extremely 

fficient mechanism for the receipt, indexing, and retrieval of 

hese documents. For example, over the past month we have 

eceived in our office 18,000 forms for filing in relation to 

he 1987 municipal primary election. Within several weeks 

fter the last day for filing, our staff had compiled a master 

ndex of all statements on file, and had also identified 

on-filers by cross referencing that master index to lists 

f candidates that were obtained from the 67 county boards of 

lections. Within that same time frame, all non-filers were 

otified of the filing obligations and appropriate enforcement 

r legal procedures will follow for those who continue to 

gnore the lav?. We have attempted to further streamline this 



process during each filing period and the commission has now 

Established a sound foundation to administer the disclosure 

requirements. 

At this time it is important to note and I have no 

3oubt that at some point during the course of your hearings, 

fou will be told that this particular requirement of the law 

las distracted qualified individuals from seeking public 

Dffice. There is, however, no empirical data to support this 

contention. In fact, a review of the filing statistics will 

reveal that the number of individuals seeking public office in 

Pennsylvania has not declined. 

The State Ethics Commission, as can be seen, has 

slayed a useful role in developing an informed electorate. 

Phe loss of an important source of public information would 

result from the termination of the agency. 

The third major area of the commission's statutory 

nandate relates to its authority to investigate alleged 

/iolations of the State Ethics Act. In this respect, the 

commission has issued over 500 orders during the course of its 

existence. These orders were issued as a result of either 

sworn complaints that had been received by the commission or 

as a result of investigations that were initiated upon the 

commission's own motion. While all investigations must, by 

Law, remain confidential during the course of investigation, 

:he commission does have public accountability. As such, upon 
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the final determination of an investigation, the commission 

Issues an order outlining the allegation, the findings of fact 

and the conclusions of lav/. 

The investigative activities of the commission, 

^specially during the past three years, have produced impressive 

results. The commission has been responsible for securing in 

axcess of $100,000 in restitution to state and local 

jovernment, representing the financial gains received by some 

public officials or employees in violation of the Act. 

Additionally, the commission has ordered the 

termination of certain activities that had resulted in specific 

:onflicts of interests or that represented the use of public 

Dffio-» for personal gain. 

It is also important to note that the Ethics Act 

las been increasingly utilized by state and local prosecutors 

is a criminal tool. During the past three years, a number of 

Sthics Act charges have been initiated and successfully 

prosecuted and the Act, in this respect, has nrovided a new 

avenue to address many areas that previously were ignored. 

Ue thus agree with the finding of the Legislative 

Judget and Financial Committee report of September 1986, 

/herein it was specifically noted that: "The combination of 

:he penalties provided for in lav/ and the nresence and functiors 

if the SEC appear to provide a potential deterrent to corrupt 

>r unethical practices. Termination of the SEC and the 



functions it performs would eliminate this deterrent force and 

bhe public would lose a body through which concerns and 

complaints regarding the activities of public officials, 

candidates, and employees could be filed and evaluated by an 

Drganization that is separate and independent from the 

Executive and Legislative Branches of State Government." 

The Sunset Audit pointed out several areas where 

the administrative operations of the commission could be 

Improved. As I noted in the commission's response to the 

report there was no substantial difference of opinion in 

relation to these areas. Additionally, as pointed out before 

:he Legislative Budqet and Finance Committee in September and 

jefore this Honorable Committee in March, a number of the 

:oncerns outlined in the report have already been corrected. 

fe have taken full advantaqe of this independent inspection of 

jur operation and have implemented many of the recommendations 

resulting therefrom. 

While there is no doubt that the State Ethics 

commission must be continued, the sunset review process 

sresents an ideal opportunity to review the law as it 

jurrently exists, and to correct problem areas or otherwise 

iddress areas in the law that may be unclear. The commission 

las recently undertaken a review of the lav;. We have, as a 

lody, agreed that certain recommendations must be made for 

amendments to the Act. We have attached to this statement as 
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m appendix, a complete analysis of our recommendations. 

ttiile I will not present each recommendation in detail at 

:his time, some areas of vital importance and concern, the neec 

:or an expanded definition of the term immediate family; 

intendments regarding the location for local candidate filings; 

:larification of the enforcement powers of the commission, 

>enalties for late filing of the statement of financial 

.nterest and an amendment to a related statute regarding access 

:o certain information. 

An in-depth analysis of such recommendations is set 

iorth in the appendix to this statement. Additionally, while 

:here may be a need to conduct an in-depth study of other 

:urrently existing provisions of law, insofar as there may be 

.nconsistencies therein or lack of enforcement thereof, we at 

Jiis time have only recommended those changes to the law that 

re believe are essential for the more effective implementation 

)f the intent of the State Ethics Act. In the future, if this 

igency is continued, we would be more than ready to assist the 

Seneral Assembly in gatherinq the necessary information to 

letermine if a more coordinated approach is in order. 

In closing, I would like to reiterate a statement 

:ontained in the Legislative Budget and Finance Committee's 

ludit report on the State Ethics commission. That comment 

stated that: "It appears that the functions of the State 

Ithics Commission (SEC), to identify, expose and alleviate 
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activities and conditions that reduce the public's confidence 

and trust in government officials and employees, are important 

ho public welfare. The State Ethics Commission, if 

continued, will in the future, as it has in the past, play an 

Important role in providing both a forum and a mechanism 

throuah which public officials, public employees and more 

Lmnortantly the citizens of Pennsylvania, will be able to 

iddress issues of extreme importance. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: Thank you, Doctor. 

I would like to welcome Jerry Kosinski, from 

'hiladelnhia, a member of our Committee and Nick Hoehlmann, 

•Jne Republican Chairman of our Committee. 

I would also like to thank you and Paul, Joe, 

Ielena and the staff because this is the second tine you have 

>een gracious enough to listen to my protuberations. So, I do 

/ant to say thanks for being with us this norning. We 

srobably will have some questions and observations from some 

)f the members this morning. Do I see any? Tom Caltagirone 

/ill lead off for us. 

REPRESENTATIVE CALTAGIRONE: Doctor, it is good to 

;ee you again. As a fellow colleague from the House of 

lenresentatives, I'm going to cret back to the issue about 

ittorneys that serve in public office and especially up here 

md there are a lot of fine people that serve the public as 

ittorneys and continue to practice. And I think have a very 



ligh regard for the balance and the ethics of both the 

srofession that they come from, the legal profession and the 

office that they hold. 

However, I find it kind of interesting, in your 

remarks, you didn't make any recommendation, since the courts 

:hrough their decision to exclude judges and attorneys from the 

\ct, that there wasn't some kind of recommendation as to how 

7e could address that issue so that they could be included 

ri.th some type of coverage in this Act. 

DR. PANCOAST: As you probably know, whether 

attorneys are to be covered by the Act, particularly those who 

ire not the legal counsel but attorneys who are working in the 

?tate and local government, we believe should be required to 

:ile financial interest statements. And that case, of course, 

Ls now on appeal from the Commonwealth Court to the Supreme 

]ourt of Pennsylvania. 

MR. MARSHALL: The only other way would be through 

i constitutional amendment. If the Commonwealth Court's 

jpinion is ultimately upheld on constitutional grounds, as I 

mderstand it, there would be no independent authority for the 

Legislature to reimpose that requirement even if it were done 

lore clearly. So, it would require a constitutional amendment. 

REPRESENTATIVE CALTAGIRONE: Would you suggest 

that if in fact — 

MR. MARSHALL: Personally? 
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REPRESENTATIVE CALTAGIRONE: Yes. If the Supreme 

Zourt upheld the lower court's ruling. 

MR. MARSHALL: I personally v/ould like to see it 

lappen. How it happens, I am not sure is up to us to suggest. 

C think the question that you raise really has to get down to, 

the legislature has to address the balance, assuming that you 

:an require disclosure between absolute prohibition, which was 

jetting at, I think, at your point. 

REPRESENTATIVE CALTAGIRONE: You raise a very good 

joint and I think it is well taken. The only problem that we 

lave, you see, with attorneys in key positions, I'm not talking 

toout the rank and file attorneys in the House and Senate, but 

attorneys that are in key positions of leadership and power 

ind we know what that means and how that translates that appear 

sn the Hill. It is the same thing in Washington. What abuses 

:an and do in fact take place with that kind of power. I think 

Lt is absolute that if you are going to have somebody covered 

inder this Act, that is in a position like that, then what is 

Fair for one should be fair for all. Because they happen to 

lave an esquire behind their name, I don't think they should be 

excluded. That is my own personal opinion and I feel very 

stronnly about that. 

MR. MARSHALL: Well, I am an attorney and I have 

to fill out the statement. I would agree. I think that there 

is, it might be a different issue if the legislature decided 
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to have all the attorneys, whether public officials or not, 

but you are not entitled to be a public official or a public 

3mnloyee. That seens to me, nobody is forcing you to do it. 

Therefore, if you voluntarily accept that position, I would 

presume that the legislature ought to be able to impose some 

requirements on that employment. But again, I think from our 

perspective, the issue is, do you impose an absolute 

prohibition and then where do you ston it, or I think where we 

some out is the public disclosure we believe leaves a trail. 

rhat in the case of a situation that a question may arise, at 

Least there is something there that could be looked at. 

REPRESENTATIVE CALTAGIRONE: I feel if you're going 

bo have a balance, and we made the lav;, let's face it, if we 

ire going to set ourselves up to enforce the law through the 

ethics Commission on every other elected official in this 

Commonwealth, then we who write the law ought to be covered by 

Lt and that includes everybody and there should be no 

jxceptions. When you start to make exceptions, then what good 

Ls the lav/? In this particular case, that is, public officials 

[ am talking about as public officials. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: Mike Bortner. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: I want to follow up on 

:hat and one or two other areas. First of all, so this is 

:lear, all public officials are required to file the public 

lisclosure statement, is that correct; lawyers, nonlawyers, 
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loctors, Indian Chiefs, everybody has to file the statement? 

MR. MARSHALL: Except judges. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: But lawyers who are 

running for office, be it school board, borough council, the 

.egislature, are required to file the statement. 

DR. PANCOAST: Any candidate. 

MR. MARSHALL: Except that is the issue right now. 

le have only really addressed it with the attorneys from the 

liquor Control Board. If you read the Commonwealth Court's 

>pinion, I am not sure where you could draw that line. 

leaning, if I were a candidate and a lawyer and I chose, I 

lidn't want to file, I think I could assert the same grounds 

or nonfiling. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: I'm asking because that 

s not my reading of the case. Is that your reading of the case? 

MR. MARSHALL: Yes. That basically the Commonwealth 

:ourt is saying that lawyers are under the sole supervision of 

he judicial branch of government. That is the constitutional 

oundation and that is why we don't believe it can be corrected 

egislatively. 

DR. PANCOAST: Presently, any candidate, not one 

'ho is in public office, any candidate is required to file. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: Right. 

MR. MARSHALL: And the conflict, again, though 

is the Commonwealth Court opinion Maunus and Thau 
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Citation 515 A.2D 83 (Pa.CMWLTH.1986). 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: My question is, your 

Dosition is that that opinion removes candidates as well as 

Individuals who are working for, serving as public officials 

Ln the sense that they are working for a government agency? 

MR. MARSHALL: My position is that the basis on 

tfhich the Commonwealth Court took away the requirement for the 

Liiquor Control Board attorneys to file could be used 

successfully by any attorney in the Commonwealth. With the 

sossible exception, I guess, of a high level or high ranking 

jfficial who is not actinq as an attorney but who happens to be 

an attorney. But even then it you follow the logical 

inclusion in the court's opinion that anyone who is a lawyer 

receives legislative immunity. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: It seems to me you could 

Legislate the requirement that candidates and/or I would think 

jlected officials. When you get to nonofficials, solicitors 

servincr for school board authority, who are truly practicing 

Law and acting as lawyers as opposed to acting as public 

Dfficials or in policy makinq, official policy making 

decisions, it seems to me that could be changed legislatively. 

\lthough the constitutional change would certainly cover 

sverybody. 

I, frankly, have always filed the statement before 

[ was elected when I was a solicitor. And I honestly can't 

http://Pa.CMWLTH.1986
file:///lthough


understand the objection anybody would have. I find this to 

be a very minimal requirement. Since you are only asked to 

list sources of income and not income. I really don't 

understand the objection from anybody, lawyers or nonlawyers. 

MR. MARSHALL: I would agree. I am also a lawyer 

and I would think that the practical reality is if the 

Legislature decides that it has to do something, chances are 

bhat form is going to be a lot more in depth if the legislature 

las to go through the hassle of a constitutional amendment. 

3o, there is a r>roper philosophical reason to fill it out. 

C also think there is a practical reason to fill it out. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: On the subject of gifts 

ind honoraria where there is a dollar threshold that has to be 

jxceeded before the requirement to file, the report comes into 

slay, is that a total amount that may have been received during 

:he year? 

MR. MARSHALL: From an individual source? 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: Right. I mean, to give a 

specific example. If you have gone out to dinner with a 

Lobbyist ten times during the year and the bill would have 

>een $20, that is $200. Are you required to list that as a 

fift under the ethics section of the report? 

MR. MARSHALL: My understanding is that it would 

>e one instance. You had a $201 dinner one time, that would 

>e — 
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REPRESENTATIVE DORTNER: Because if that is the 

case, I think that is a serious oversight. I know the law 

reads aggreqate, but I'm not sure how that was interpreted. 

MR. MARSHALL: I think, again, the conflict and you 

raise the reason why it should be in the aggregate. The other 

side of it is the level is $200, and I guess maybe what you 

vould have to do is work backwards. Maybe we could do that by 

regulation. Exempting out gifts between family members and 

bhings like that. 

You raise a good point because it is pretty easy 

bo have a total that is much higher than $200 and yet no one 

bhing being underneath. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: The easy answer would be 

lot to have any, any gift that you receive. Whether it is 

?200 or ten dollars has to be reported in the financial 

disclosure forn. 

MR. MARSHALL: Well, I think you are right. I 

bhink we are just trying to deal with some administrative 

listory. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: Any meal? Does that include 

any meal? 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: Why not? 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: I'm just curious. 

MR. MARSHALL: That is ultimately the conflict, 

Ls that you are going to put an awful lot of recording burden, 



and I guess the query is do you impose this kind of a hassle 

bhat you really can't monitor. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: It is an easy thing to 

avoid. Don't take anything for free. You don't have to eat 

Eree meals. You don't have to accept free tickets and you 

lon't have to accept gifts. Then you don't have to report 

anything. 

MR. MARSHALL: That is true. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: Would that be unwieldy? 

)o you feel that would be an unwieldy administrative task for 

Jie commission? 

MR. MARSHALL: Well, it is not from that 

standpoint. I am not sure that we can effect — we don't 

renerate a whole lot of business by reviewing forms because 

Jiere are 65,000 filinqs and you are kind of stuck with what 

>eople nut on them unless it comes out. If you get the 

.nformation from another source, you can go back and then 

rou've got a problem. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: I did want to ask about 

Jiat also. I would assume that all filings that you receive 

iren't reviewed or investigated or aren't probably looked at. 

7ould that be accurate? 

MR. r-'-ARSHALL: I think Mr. Contino coul.-l probably 

rive — 

MR. CONTINO: We review all forms to make sure that 



•/hen they come in that they are sicrned. We do not review them 

us far as investiqative content. 

REPRESENTATIVE 130RTIIER: Do you do, are any of 

bhem audited like tax returns? You know, the IRS, there are 

certain things either that thev look for or the computers do 

sr thev nay kick out every so many and just do a little bit of 

Lnvestitration or analysis? Hothinq like that is done? 

MR. SMITH: If we find an omission. 

FIR. CONTIIIO: Oh, yes, if we become aware of it 

7e do that process. We do not take, for example, a percentage 

md do a financial audit. We will do what we call a compliance 

mdit. We will go into a locality and make sure that the 

>oor»le who are required to file are filing. But that is a 

:ompliance audit as opposed to a financial audit. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: So, I mean, most of the 

reviews or investigations would be on complaints then? 

HP. COIITINO: Complaint or information that we 

receive as a result of maybe some other investigations. 

DR. PANCOAST: Financial statements are public 

nformation. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: So, anybody can come there 

md file. 

IIP.. MARSHALL: Also, I think the beauty of the 

financial interest statement is that you sign the perjury 

tatement. So, if we have word there is a real legal problem 
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that the false filer has. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: This may be in the Act, 

but I am not sure. People that would call with a complaint 

or with information, I would assume they are assured some kind 

of confidentiality for makinq a report or comnlaint or reporting 

•/hat they feel may be a violation. 

R̂. MARSHALL: We are required under the law. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: The Act requires that. 

MR. MARSHALL: Yes. 

DR. PAIICOAST: What I referred to in my statement, 

Df course, was telephone calls that we receive and that is 

->urely for advice and many, many calls are received in the 

iffice. A quick answer can be given to the individual making 

bhe call. This is, of course, for his own protection. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: Well, it is my feeling, 

and I may be in some disagreement with other members up here, 

[ think most people that serve in public office, I'm talking 

about a lot of borough council people and township supervisors, 

Jo want to comply with the lav; and do want to do what is right. 

C think that is why you receive so many questions. I get some 

Ln my office from local officials who want some advice as to 

•/hether they can do this or whether they can proceed. I 

always refer them to you because I figure you are the experts. 

3ut your statistics certainly seem to bear that out and an 

awful lot of people are asking you for advice. 



How often is the advice reported? There is a 

Little booklet we get, right? 

DR. PANCOAST: You mean in the annual report? 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: Opinions and advisory 

opinions. 

MR. MARSHALL: Which is a summary of our opinions. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: Right. Is that annual? 

MR. CONTINO: The opinions and orders of the 

:ommission are printed annually in our annual report. Every 

several years we consolidate all the opinions into one volume. 

Jut they are published every year in our annual report also. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: I think that is the one I 

*m talking about. The one that says a township supervisor 

:an do this, this and this under certain circumstances. 

MR. CONTINO: They are published yearly in our 

annual report. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: Specific cases that you 

lave actually given advice. 

MR. ^ARSHALL: But the important thing to 

remember in you are just getting a blurb. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: I understand that, but I 

ihink that is important because people have told me that, 

jelieve me, I think people read that. I think the public 

jfficials read that. I have had people tell me that they have 

read things in there that either they weren't aware of or there 
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vas some situation that came up before their board and they 

learned about it or they were sort of enliahtened about it 

through reading that report. I think it is a qood thing to 

r>ut out and I think you oucrht to keen doing it. 

MR. MARSHALL: Absolutely. 3ut what we need to 

Lmnress upon people is that you gave us the power to issue 

advice so that we can give an individualized opinion. You know 

TOW tough it is. You read a blurb and it may not apply where 

Lt may apply. 

REPRESENTATIVE DDRTNER: Uhen somebody seeks that 

advice, they are given a written opinion? 

HP. MARSHALL: Yes. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: They arc not proceeding 

at their peril and have to worry about whoever they talked aboit 

3n the phone is still with the commission or is identified or 

they remember who it was? 

MR. MARSHALL: No, and it is a complete defense, 

bhe written opinion. It is an advisory opinion. You recite 

the facts. As long as you stay within the factual parameters 

?f your request. As I understand it, you can rely on that as a 

:omplete defense. 

DR. PANCOAST: They also got, when they ask for 

advice, a written answer to the advice. But that cannot be 

relied upon in the court of law like the oninion can. 

MR. SMITH: It states that right in the opinion. 
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REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: It is on every — 

DR. PANCOAST: Every advice. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESEr Chairman Mick Moehlmann. 

REPRESENTATIVE MOEHLMANN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

3ood morning. 

DR. PANCOAST: Good morning. 

REPRESENTATIVE MOEHLMANN: I would like to get back 

bo the subject that Representative Caltagirone opened the 

juestion of whether state employed attorneys are required by 

the disclosure portion of the Ethics Act to file a disclosure 

statement. Chairman DeWeese and I recently introduced 

Legislation that would create a constitutional amendment to 

require state employed attorneys to disclose sources of income 

ind many members of this Committee are signatory to that. But 

[ am not sure it is perfect. And I think the question that 

isually arises, particularly from attorney members of the 

Legislature is the effect on the attorney that is — would he 

lave to disclose his entire client list for those who are 

employed part time by the state government and also practice 

Law privately. 

And further than that, in the situation where such 

an employee were practicing law privately and also had a 

spouse who was practicing law privately. Would the spouse 

lave to disclose the entire client list? That's a hang-up for 



le. Would any of you have any comment on it? 

MR. MARSHALL: Well, right now we don't, spouses 

ire not required to file. I have not seen your proposed 

intendment. So, I don't know whether you include that or not. 

REPRESENTATIVE MOEHLMANU: The amendment is 

:ouched in pretty general language. It really only requires 

:he Supreme Court to promulgate rules, disclosure rules, for 

ittorneys that are not less stringent than those imposed on 

lonattorney employees, and perhaps I am seeking advice on whethe:: 

:hat is how the bill should read also. 

DR. PANCOAST: We have particular regulations with 

respect to the client issue. Mr. Contino could explain that 

:o you. 

MR. CONTINO: When the commission was first 

sstablished back in 1973-79, it promulgated a 51 Pennsylvania Cad 

eries of regulations. To some extent, the issue of clientele 

lisclosure is addressed in there. Basically, the position 

:hat the commission took then is that you would have to 

reveal specific clients if you are representing them before the 

rovernmental entity of which you are employed. Other than 

Jiat, the source of income would be your private nractice of 

Law. 

So, to some extent, we tried to balance the . 

irivilerres, the attorney-client privilege, and the potential 

:hat the attorney would be required to reveal something that is 
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confidential against the intent of the Ethics Act. 

So, the 51 Code, we do have sone regulation on 

that issue. 

REPRESENTATIVE M0EIILMAI1N: A corollary question, 

I have pretty accurately, I think, indicated what the 

leaislation said and it is an intent basically not to get into 

a war with the Supreme Court by attempting to usurp their 

jurisdiction, but simply by saying they must do this rather 

than saying — imposing our rules on their jurisdiction. Is 

that the best way to do it or do you think we should simply 

nake the rules? 

MR. CONTINO: As far as attorney disclosure? 

REPRESENTATIVE M0EIIIJ1ANH s As far as attorney 

lis closure. 

MR. CONTINO: I was the attorney who was involved 

Ln the Maunus and Thau case and I did most of the work. My 

Legal opinion to this commission has been, it is only by 

;onstitutional amendment that you are goino to be able to bring 

attorneys and judges, if that is a desire, back into the 

surview of a legislatively created commission. 

The constitutional provisions, of course, could 

>rovide that rules could be drafted at some ooint in time. 

Jut the start-off point, the whole origination of the issue 

las to be in the constitution. There has to be a power and 

mthorities somewhere in the constitution that allows the 



General Assembly to pass the statute that regulates the 

conduct of publicly employed attorneys. Once that 

constitutional provision is in there, it can also then maybe 

be implemented by further statute. 

REPRESENTATIVE MOEHLMANN: I thoroughly agree that 

Lt must be done by constitutional amendment. And the bill 

3f which I speak is a proposed constitutional amendment. My 

question really is, should the constitutional amendment say 

fou judges do this or should the constitutional amendment say 

nake the rules or permit the legislature itself to make the 

rules? 

MR. MARSHALL: Well, I think from our perspective, 

/e have debated this issue. If you are talking about attorneys 

*ho are public employees, then I think structurally, 

philosophically the legislature has the most popular branch, 

should impose its conditions of public employment. That is 

really how we look at it. T7e have not attempted to assert our 

jurisdiction into the private practice of lav; and see that as e 

separate issue. Obviously, we don't have the jurisdiction to 

jet involved in that. 

But we have always looked at it as public 

employment being a public official is a voluntary act on the 

aart of the person who happens to be an attorney. So, we have 

always seen it in a condition of public service or condition oi 

>ublic employment. So, the specific answer to your question, 
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md I will probably be thrown out of the practice of lav/ for 

saying this, I think the legislature ought to do it. I think 

t is an employment issue not a jurisdictional issue or a 

separation of civics. It is really not, I don't see it as 

:hat kind of question. 

MR. CONTIIIO: If I may, to ansv/er your question 

rare specifically, I would suggest you take a look at the 

•rovisions regarding district attorneys which is now a 

:onstitutional office. The office of district attorney is 

istablished in the Pennsylvania constitution, but the county 

:ode sets up specific requirements by statute on district 

ittorneys. Take a look at those provisions sometime because I 

tave argued those in Commonwealth Court in the Miaunus and Thau 

:asc that the legislature has imposed very strict conflict of 

nterest provisions on district attorneys, and that has been 

lone by statute once the constitutional provision has enabled 

he General Assembly to do that. So, that might be a good 

tnalogy. 

REPRESENTATIVE MOEIII.MANIJ: Thank you very much. 

: appreciate your input. Thank you, fir. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN DEVJEESE: You're very welcome. 73ob Reber 

:rom Montgomery County. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

ust following up on that while it is fresh in everyone's 

and. I would submit to the commission and I would submit to 
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members of this Committee that we should consider the fact that 

we are talking about a bifurcated tyne of attorney problem or 

possibly oven a troika type, if you will. Because I think what 

vou have are public officials, Mr. Bortner alluded to that, 

beinq an attorney and running for nublic office. Hy personal 

feelina is that you are not forced to do that. T7hen you do 

make that decision, you nossiblv waive the right to take on 

any separation of powers constitutional argument. You have no 

problem in an attorney client confidentiality problem because 

you would not be doing anything to that extent in the way of 

disclosing anything other than your own personal situation, 

and you do not have to disclose who you had past practices 

with naming names type thing. So, I think you have a oublic 

official candidate type scenario that falls into a niche in anc 

of itself. 

I think you then drop down one additional rung to 

the public employee attorney being the counsel for the Liquor 

Control Board types. The types that are in essence directly 

smployed by a Commonwealth agency workinq as their primary 

occupation as an attorney for that. 

So, I think there is a secondary type of situation, 

and again, I think that, in most respects, lends itself to a 

particular type of niche exception, if you will. 

Where I find tremendous trouble is when you also 

take a public employee definition and bring it down to your 
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Local municipal solicitors. The reason I have that is that it 

las been my feeling that these individuals are independent 

:ontractors not employed by that municipality on a full-time 

>asis. If they were employed on a full-tine basis, with the 

stimulation of their employment not having another practice of 

mv sort, then I think they fall into one of the other two 

:hat I have enumerated. But the problem I have, you earlier 

teard the testimony from the League of Women Voters on the 

[uestion of the conflicting parties or agency's comment that 

ras made on page three of that statement. I frankly think that 

rhen and if that particular situation took place was an 

Lbsolute violation of the code of professional ethics and was 

iubject to a disciplinary proceeding before the disciplinary 

ioard. 

So, I think to some extent, we are talking about 

IOW far do we went to sanction, how many times we want to 

mpose sentence. I think there is enforcement sanctions out 

:here. The mere fact that it was employed at a particular 

:ime, I don't think prostitutes, if you will, the profession 

»r the Process that may be going on. 

But getting back to the independent contracting 

ispect, as I see it on the solicitor's level, I think there is 

L tremendously greater abuse, if you will, and I'm not aware 

if the kind of situation that was given as an example, but I 

m aware of numerous examples where you have engineers 
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ppointed under the respective municipal code that in so many 

nstances are submitting plot plans, subdivision plans, that 

re being considered by the qoverning bodies, the planning 

ommissions in the municipalities and yet they sit as a 

onsulting engineer appointed pursuant to their capacity under 

he respective municipal codes. 

I think there is also that same problem developing 

ecause I understand there has been a tremendous influx of 

PAs taking on the auditing roles in the appointed versus the 

rofessional auditors that are permitted. So, I think in these 

ind of areas, and I am not saying that there shouldn't be 

ome form of regulation, but I an also not so sure that the 

egulation should not come within the professional society, 

f you will, or the professional agencies or disciplinary 

oards, however, you want to characterize then, of those 

espective types of professions. And that these individuals, 

or all intent and purposes, really don't find even the kind of 

anction under the Ethics Act that they ouqht to get. There 

night be more stringent tyne of things in the say of 

isbarment, if you will, for conflicting situations or 

evocation of their licenses from the various licensing boards. 

So, as an overview, I suggest this may be 

omewhere where this particular body as well as the commission 

s going, and I don't know if you have any comments pro or 

ontra to that. 



MR. MARSHALL: I think our analysis holds up. 

7hat we are basically saying is, you cjave us an act in 1979 

that did not make distinctions, that perhaos after eight or 

line years you get a little clearer picture. \le are saying 

:hat we believe that you have the right to condition public 

imployment, public involvement and really that is a 

Legislative determination or delegated specifically. I don't 

:hink you are goincr to find a lot of fighting. It is just 

:hat I don't think we read the Act as allowing us to say some 

>f you are in and some of you are not. I am not sure we have 

Jie authority to say anybody that is regulated by a professional 

society or board or whatever doesn't have to comply with. 

lut I think what we are coming to you and sayincr, the reason 

re profess to cover attorneys is because of the public emnloymeni 

>ublic trust that is really in your purview. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: I guess what I am saying is, 

: keen hearing the word attorney, but from my own personal 

ixperience where I see the potential abuse or the appearance of 

tbuse, I don't see it. 

TTl. MARSHALL: But, see, we can get that. The 

reason it is an attorney issue now is that some judges and 

ittorneys have successfully asserted a separation of powers 

lefense or immunity. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: And personally, quite 

ralidly I content is the case, but that is not the issue I 



m talking about now because I'm trying to segreqate where 

his thing is personally going. 

MR. MARSHALL: But we haven't said that a county 

ontractor or engineer who has got a conflict isn't subject to 

he Act. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: You think he is subject to 

he Act? 

MR. MARSHALL: Yes. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: Do you think that anyone 

hat basically has any involvement, a doctor that is acting as 

medical examiner, a fire marshall who is involved in 

nsurance work as his principal profession yet sits in that 

apacity, all of these people for all intent and pumoses, 

nyone who is associated in any way whatsoever with a local 

overning agency in an advisory capacity role, full, part time 

r independent contracting position, when he elects to get 

nvolved with that, he then subjects himself to the Act? 

s that basically a fair, general statement? 

MR. MARSHALL: It is a general statement. It is 

air. I am not sure it is complete. Obviously, there is some 

istinctions, but I was addressing sort of the idea that if 

n engineer has intertwined himself or herself into the affairs 

f local government to the same degree that a solicitor has, 

eally, does this person have the opportunity — 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: That is an interesting 
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statement and I have heard that type of argument used. It is 

Intertwined to the extent that a solicitor has. VJhat is so 

mique to that type of argument with a solicitor and a 

Toverninn body as to make it any different from a bidding 

:ontractor, if you will, with a municipality who just happens 

:o be a supplier on an ongoing basis with the president of the 

>oard, who just for instance happens to be a contractor himself 

>y profession? How, the loaical extension then of that is, do 

:hose people that desire to enter into bids with local 

mnicipalities, and more importantly, for agencies of the 

'.ommonwealth on the state level as bidders, should thev then 

>e required to file that ethics statement so we know that 

Jiose who are ultimately going to be making a determination on 

:he bid have any type of appearance of conflict, if you will, 

rith the so-called impartial bidder. I don't know. I'm just 

laying, if you're noing to carry it out to the extent we are 

:arryinrr it out with the intertwinina argument, maybe that is 

rherc we ought to look to also. I don't know. 

I1R. MARSHALL: Well, I think you have hit the nail 

>n the head in terms of the idea of disclosure is really 

issociated so that we can know if the person who reaps the 

•enefit hns sorethino vc do with creating or proving the 

•enefit. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: Let's just get off of that. 

let's move along to some tiling else. 
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DR. PAHCOAST: Before you get — there have been 

some opinions and orders alonq this line and Mr. Contino would 

be glad to explain what we have done aloncr that line. 

REPRESENTATIVE REI3ER: I am very nuch familiar 

;ith those oninions that you're talking about. It is a fact 

bhat there doesn't seem to be compliance with those ooinions 

Ln other communities other than the attorney community that 

causes me some trouble and consternation. 

Sieb, let me ask you this question. I think we are 

privileged to have what I consider a rather unique set of 

circumstances with someone like yourself having had some 

Involvement with the Ethics Commission and also being a 

jre '78-79 legislator. Wow, I've been up here since the 

'78-79. You were up here prior to that. Let me ask you this. 

3oing back, how many times do you recall one of our colleagues 

jn the floor getting up during the course of your tenure 

ip here and suggesting that they had — that they inquired of 

:he Chair and wanted to ask the question whether they should 

refrain from voting on a particular issue because they had 

1 concern there might be a direct or indirect remuneration 

jack to them as a result of that? How many times do you 

recall that having happened? And then I will tell you how 

lany times I recall it in the past seven years having 

lappened. 

DR. PAHCOAST: In my 14 years up here, only one 



request was made of the speaker of the house by a member to 

ask to be excused from voting on a particular issue. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: So, I think that it would 

be safe to say, as I understand the rules of the House as well 

as being a member myself of the Ethics Committee of the House 

of Representatives, that we are certainly charged with that 

particular concern to be vigilant of that appearance and/or 

direct or indirect at any time, is that correct? 

Now, if I might answer the question that I posed, 

I can recall on two instances in the seven years I have been 

here where a particular request or disclosure, if you will, 

Df concern on the issue is raised. So, there we have 

collectively 21 years between the two of us where it has 

seen raised on possibly three occasions. 

Let me suggest this. On the two occasions that I 

am thinking of neither of those times, the one time was it 

ay a member of the legal profession and the other time it was 

oy an educator as I recall. My thought is, as I listened to 

Representative Caltagirone's concerns about all of this, we 

nust not really get involved in too many things that seem to 

lave an apparent conflict of interest if in fact in 21 years 

anly three times has there been any need to be concerned about 

bhat and disclose it. That is why I find some trouble that 

i particular profession be at the doctor's or dentist's or 

veterinarian's or the members of the cemetery association or 



nrtiat have you are going to be directly involved in some 

^articular type of remuneration back to them or benefit back 

to them as a result of what we do up here. I think it is 

somewhat unfair to single out particular types of professions. 

Liet me tell you the minute we single out any profession from 

lot being able to serve in the General Assembly, I don't care 

/hat they do in the Senate side, but on the House side, I think 

Ls of tremendous concern. That troubles me and troubles me 

:o the extent that we would be moving in a direction in 

attempting to mold legislation or ask your commission or your 

bellows in the future on that commission to be looking in that 

;ind of vein. I certainly will refrain from attempting to 

allow something like that to be molded. 

Just one last — I will pass along, Mr. Chairman, 

ind say that is sufficient. Thank you. Thank you, gentlemen. 

DR. PANCOAST: On voting on issues, of course, 

iny vote refers to the whole Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and 

:o the whole category. In that liqht, I can see no reason for 

i member of the House to abstain from voting so long as it is 

i general application throughout the Commonwealth of 

>ennsylvania. I was very conscious of that with respect to 

rating on education bills because I was an educator. But by 

:he same token, I could see no relationship between my vote on 

Jie bill and direct personal gain which is the issue we tried 

:o research with respect to the Ethics Act. 
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MR. MARSHALL: We don't viev? it as the vote is the 

problem. It is the gain realized as a result of the vote. Anc 

that, I think, we tried to make clear in the Corrigan opinion. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: Obviously, we understand 

that is the relationship of the causal nexus, if you will, to 

draw upon some of the language that our esteemed Chairman 

attempts to use on some occasions and very effectively does. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: Thank you. Your deportment is 

Impeccable. Helena and I noted the mistake that you made when 

fou talked about the fellows on the commission. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: I said ladies. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: I'm sorry. I didn't hear that. 

tfell, how about the other one, since we are buddies and since 

C am as informal as hell, the men in the legislature, you mean 

bhe men and the women in the legislature. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: Did I say that? 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: We were exchanging glances. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: Again, you didn't hear the 

secondary comment. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: Well, you are, I think, one of 

bhe most enlightened men on your side of the aisle. 

(Laughter.) 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: I'll refrain from any further 

abservations. 

We did, for the record, invite the Pennsylvania 



3ar Association to come here and share some of their 

jbservations about the Ethics Commission and about attorneys 

and judges and they did not vouchsafe to come and be with us 

boday. So, I wanted that to go on the record. 

State Representative Paul McIIale from Lehigh 

falley has a few questions. 

REPRESENTATIVE HCHALE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

i. few questions and a few comments. I tend to take a very 

>ragmatic role or pragmatic view of the role that is played by 

i solicitor in many of our municipalities around the state. 

Fhe other day when we began discussion on this issue, I 

mentioned that when I first started practicing law, I heard there 

?as a very prominent form of government in Pennsylvania known 

is the strong solicitor form of government. 

Over the last ten years I have served as a 

solicitor prior to my election to the House. I served as 

solicitor and legal counsel to a number of zoning boards, 

>lanning commissions, borough, county and prisons and had some 

jxperience in those areas in terms of how the role of 

solicitor can be extremely important in the formulation of 

>ublic policy. I grant there is a very valid question of 

separation of power as to whether this is something within the 

mthority of a judicial branch inherent in the regulation of 

:he practice of law or whether it is a question of public 

sthics properly within the jurisdiction of the legislature. 



3ut I think whatever theory we apply to the regulation, 

whatever theory we apply to the guarantee of ethical conduct 

3n the part of solicitors, and I happen to think most 

solicitors are extremely ethical, clearly there are 

juestions that must be addressed. The first point I would 

nake is that although we're talking about part-time 

solicitors, in most cases. these are solicitorships that not 

Infrequently pay 30, 40, $50,000 ner year. Particularly if 

rou are talking about a developing community. Perhaps a 

'irst-class township that has extensive real estate 

3evelot5ment. That involves a great deal of that solicitor's 

:ime and often involves very significant compensation. TJe are 

lot talking about a Part-time job with a nominal remuneration. 

•7e are talking about a very substantial amount of money often 

leincr paid for these positions, and appropriately so. 

The question that I would raise is, and I would 

Like your opinion on this, in light of the fact that 

solicitors often will be providing legal counsel to a 

jlanning commission, zoning hearing board, hopefully not both, 

perhaps one or the other or the municipality itself 

simultaneously may be maintaining an extensive real estate 

iractice that would conceivably benefit from the decision 

[taking process on the part of that municipality. How can we 

marantee that the public may rest assured that the impartial

ity of the advice from the attorney in is role as solicitor when 
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considered the potential context of conflict with his private 

practice? 

MR. MARSHALL: First of all, I don't think the 

commission is in a position to guarantee anything. I think 

what we have is, hopefully, some kind of public disclosure 

which will act in a sense as a deterrent. It creates a trail 

if something comes up or is questioned, it creates that 

deterrent effect, because presumably it is going to be filled 

out accurately. I think, as the Chairman said, a number of 

Dur financial interest statements are looked at by the press. 

That is really how government works in this state and in this 

country. 

REPRESENTATIVE MCIIALE: I understand. Is the 

disclosure currently required under lav; adequate to allow for 

that kind of detailed examination so that the public may know 

Lf the solicitor has the possibility of a conflict of interest? 

MR. MARSHALL: Well, first of all, there is a 

question because under the Ballew opinion part-time solicitors 

are not required to disclose. But assuming that you have, you 

can get the disclosure. As I understand our Act and the 

regulations and the opinions, what would have to happen is a 

solicitor who had represented a zoning board or reporesented a 

olanning hoard would have to disclose that source of income. 

Iaybe not dollar for dollar but certainly enough to lead a 

concerned citizen or a reporter to call him up and say how 
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mnicipality may face some very difficult ethical issues when 

ie puts his hat on two days later as solicitor to that 

lunicipality in determining whether or not regulations con

cerning land development might be adopted that would 

ramatically and immediately impact on his private client. 

hat really bothers me. And that gets back to the philosophic-

1 issue where you have a genuine conflict between the public's 

ight to know and the attorney's right to maintain the privacy 

f his client list. And for the reasons I have articulated, 

think when you run into that kind of conflict, the public's 

ight to know outweighs the attorney's right to maintain the 

rivacy of the client list. 

It seems to me that under this kind of circumstance, 

hether we do it through judicial action governing the practice 

f law or legislative action governing the ethics of public 

ffice, we must constitutionally find a way to bring all the 

acts into public light. Because I am aware of far too many 

ases where I think there is a very real possibility of a con-

lict of interest between the attorney's private practice and 

is very lucrative solicitorship. 

MR. MARSHALL: I think that is right. I think also 

ou point out a contradiction that we, as a society, feel that 

awyers can police themselves. That is not really the question, 

ut I think that is the attitude. So, when you interject the 

ublic employment, using your words, the public's right to 



mch did you make. And you could track back through the public 

records of the local government unit to find out that they 

spent X amount of legal. So, you would have some idea. I 

:hink you could then raise the question. 

REPRESENTATIVE MCHALE: Under current law, if a 

solicitor in his private practice represents a number of 

levelopers, say, in a first-class township, he does not 

:urrently represent those developers in any proceeding before 

:he municipality or before the zoning hearing board, but he 

dvises them perhaps on a daily basis concerning compliance 

rith the ordinances of that municipality. Would he at any time 

>e required to reveal that representation in order that the 

>ublic being served by that same attorney in his capacity as 

iolicitor might rest assured there is no conflict of interest. 

MR. MARCHALL: The regulations that we have speak 

o the disclosure of the relationship with the governing body 

lot the individual client list. 

REPRESENTATIVE MCHALE: That is what I'm getting 

t. That's what really concerns me about existing law. 

ecause what I have described to you are not cases from theory. 

n fact, I was making references to very real situations of 

mnicipalities of which I am aware. I am concerned that a 

olicitor, for whatever reason, does not formally represent 

hose clients before the municipality. But in fact advises 

hem on a daily basis concerning compliance with the law in that 



know, has never been factored into the equation of attorney 

discipline. Mow the response I think by most attorneys would 

be that it is up to the individual attorney, the honor code 

system, whatever to resolve it. Wow, you are shaking your 

head. You know enough. 

REPRESENTATIVE MCHALE: I shake my head as I say 

this. I share what I think is the opinion of my colleague, 

!lr. Reber. The legal profession should not be singled out, anc 

this is in no way a condemnation of the ethics of that 

oarticular profession. I am a lawyer and I am proud to be a 

lawyer. But I think to suggest because of that the profession 

ought to have exclusive control of its own discipline is, I 

think, expecting too much of any profession. 

My view is you have a genuine conflict here 

between a legislative issue and that is the impartiality of 

legal advice and the ethical considerations involved in 

solicitorships versus the judicial question of the regulation 

af law practice. And I don't know where the line is drawn 

oetween the two. I think clearly there is a blend here. But 

ve must find a way constitutionally to guarantee to the public 

bhat the attorney providing the advice to that citizen's 

nunicipality does so without any undue influence or even the 

appearance of undue influence in terms of possible impact on 

lis private law practice, and I find current lav/ to be 

Inadequate on that point. Whether that is a problem to be 



solved by the Supreme Court or the legislative branch of 

jovernment, I don't know. But clearly the status quo is not 

idequate in my view. 

DR. PANCOAST: Under present lav;, of course, it is 

i question of if we have brought to us a sworn complaint with 

respect to this impropriety that we can pursue it. 

REPRESENTATIVE MCHALE: Who would bring the 

:omplaint? 

DR. PANCOAST: An individual. 

REPRESENTATIVE J1CIIALE: How would the individual 

:now of the conflict? 

DR. PANCOAST: A citizen of the community who feels 

Jiat there has been — 

REPRESENTATIVE MCHALE: Yes. I grant you that. 

lut my concern is that the basis for a complaint all too often 

s not a part of the public record and so the complaint filed 

light be effective, but in most cases no complaint will be 

liled because no citizen knows of the conflict. That is the 

>roblem. 

MR. MARSHALL: Well, you also hope to have a 

leterrent, I think, having to nut that on. I think it all 

lovetails back to what we have all been addressing the same 

ssue from various standpoints. Our view is you, as the people's 

•epresentatives, have the right to condition rmblic employment. 

Lgain, a solicitor, we would, I guess, analyze that question. 
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Nobody is forcing you to be a solicitor. What we are saying 

Is, if you want to get money out of the oublic treasury, 

whether it be at the state or local level, these are the 

conditions we are going to impose upon that. That 

contradiction, of course, is our Supreme Court, is saying that 

re, as your creation, presumably having the power delegated 

from you can't do it. We read the opinion as saying that you 

can't do it. Nov;, we have to wait and see. 

REPRESENTATIVE I1CIIALE: I understand. You may be 

correct in that analysis. I very strongly agree with the first 

>art of your analysis and that is, hero we are talking about a 

:ondition of public employment not simply the private practice 

>f law. We are all bound by the Supreme Court's ruling in this 

urea and it may be that the court will ultimately determine 

:hat this really is a matter exclusively within judicial 

:ontrol. 

On that issue, I am not going to draw a strong 

>pinion, but today, in closing, I am going to draw a strong 

jpinion with regard to the need for full disclosure. These 

ire part-time positions as solicitors. But often they are 

ligh-paying positions particularly within developing 

lunicipalities. The solicitor is not simply an independent 

:ontractor providing professional advice. That may be the 

zheory. That is not the reality and those of us who have lived 

.n that world know better. Often the solicitor is the policy 



naker on the municipal level and as the solicitor gives legal 

advice and thereby formulates public policy. The people have 

the riqht to know whether or rot a client represented privately 

Dy that solicitor raises the possibility of a conflict of 

Interest. And so, as we talk about independent contractors 

and regulation of the Bar and part-time positions, I would urge 

a cold shower in the world of municipal practice. We have to 

De realistic about this. Solicitors make policy. They do it 

Jvery day and because they do so, the public has the right to 

3e absolutely certain there is no conflict of interest. Thank 

fou, Mr. Chairman. 

DR. PANCOAST: I agree with you wholeheartedly. 

[n addition to sworn complaints, of course, we may initiate 

3ur own investigations and with investigative reporters, some 

naterial was brought to our attention. If we make a 

sreliminary investigation and feel that there is a great deal cf 

justification for a full investigation and decision by the 

commission, we can take that action too. 

REPRESENTATIVE MCIIALE: There is no question that 

>ither a sworn complaint, the process that is provided in 

bhat respect or action tal'.on on your part can certainly be 

/ery, very helpful, but in my view, that addresses only the 

tip of the iceberg. 

DR. PANCOAST: We would agree with what you are 

saying. 
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REPRESENTATIVE MCHALE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN DEV7EESE: I have j u s t a few moment's 

vorth of q u e s t i o n i n g bu t I th ink our Court Repor t e r , Dorothy 

l a lone , would l i k e t o take a couple-minute b r eak . A 

three-minute b reak . 

(Brief r e c e s s . ) 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: We will resume the final few 

noments of questioning to the State Ethics Commission 

bhemselves regarding the Sunset Review process. 

Before I do that, I would like to state for the 

record, state Representative Dave Heckler would very much have 

Liked to have been here with us today. He had a scheduling 

conflict and he will be here next week. Representative 

•leckler is one of our members and he did have some questions 

for a lot of people, but he mirrht share those with you in 

•/riting. I am not certain what his method will be. 

One other side bar comment from my friend and 

2olleague, Bob Reber. As long as we are accumulating different 

lumbers of years in assembly, I am starting my 12th year next 

•;eek. And I'm sure maybe the reason I have not heard about 

bhem is because they are not public, but I don't remember our 

louse Ethics Committee ever getting very involved in the 

iroccss and I made a formal complaint to them only one time. 

Che same thing I made to you people. The same complaint was 

nade to both and at least you people wrote me back. I never 



even got a reply from William Rieger, the Chairman of the 

House Ethics Committee. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: We did consider the source, 

"Tr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: I asked for that one. 

Helena, I would like to ask you a question. It 

seems to me and it seems to the League of Women Voters and to 

ather people that there is at least a possibility that 

partisanship is something that we should try to at least 

nollify, if not do away with, within the ranks of the 

commission, the State Ethics Commission. Do you have any 

abservations or feelings on how we could possibly lessen 

partisanship? 

MS. HUGHES: Well, I think that the legislative 

3ody decided how we would be constituted and I think that as 

ve look at ourselves nine years later, there is a possibility 

and the timeliness to address that issue by that body. I 

arobably have some private observations in terms of how I feel 

certain elements of the commission or certain representatives 

3f the commission may express themselves, but it is kind of 

bongue in cheek as I defend myself or cut down on the 

sontification by my lawyer associates. 

Now, in terms of the partisan kind of consideratiors 

C have not had that experience, that problem in my short stay 

sn the commission. We have been able — 



CKMV1AN DEWEEFr- IIov lona have you been on the 

commission? 

MF. HuniEr: Since Tehruary last vear. And, as 

/ou know, T.»e meet qenerallv once a month. Fometimes every two 

lonths ('pnerdina unon the press of the concerns that we have 

?r>d how our schedules Permit. Rut I have not had that 

"•xperience. T listened with irterest some of the comments 

Lhat vou made relative to some decisions prior to ny cominq 

shoard. But I have not had that problem since workinq with 

the commission, Hince I have cone, I have found that we have 

seen a hit issue oriented and that has been rrmtifvinq to me. 

CITPIRM̂ IT DEV7EEFE: 7*ny other members want to 

:ommert on the partisanship? Fieb, as Boh said a little bit 

iqo, vou are a aood auv. You have been on our side and on the 

>ther side. T would like to have vou as a friend, uncle, 

:ather, anvthinq else. But T don't think you belong on the 

""thics Commission arvmore than I think I bolonq on the Ethics 

Commission because I would be deciding thinqs, it would be hard 

:o extricate all of our bockqrounds. I'm sayinq to you, is 

:here any wav we car do it with nonpoliticians? 

DP. PANCO^FT: I don't see how you can do it with 

ionnoliticians. My experience in two and a half years on the 

jommission, I have never seen any political identification of 

Jecisions on anv of the commission members. I feel the same 

*av as Felena does with respect to that. 
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Now, there have been sone decisions nade by the 

commission in the past, when I was not a member, that seemed to 

îave nolitical implications, but not in my experience. I have 

never identified one member as p. republican, another member as 

a Pemocrat ard I have never seen that in anv of the votes on 

hhe commissi or. 

CWTP'IAN OI7-7EEPF- Thank "ou. Paul, vou've been 

around a lonq time. Am I way off? I'm not going to ask Reber that. 

MR. SMITH: I would like to observe that we are 

all ex-politicians. Under the law, none of us are allowed to 

je associated in anv way with anv other form of qovernnent. 

7e must be comnletely removed from it. On occasion, I have 

recommended to some of the appointing authority, that is the 

Leadership in the House and to the '"overnor's office, that they 

consider the appointment of representatives from Common Cause, 

•eaque of T7omen "oters and so on, but to no avail. But it can 

"*e done. The leader of the House, Mr. Pvan, has an apnointment, 

Let's say. He can appoint someone from the Leaaue of Women 

Toters if he Pleases, ^he leader of the Senate, when his term 

:omes ur> to make an annointment, he can appoint a member of the 

Teterars Association or whatever, but it hasn't been done. 

lome of our members never have held any public office. 

»"R. M/PSIIALL: I would just a6A that I think, I 

:ame on a month after Helena. So, I have been here entirely 

inder Sieb's leadership. And it has really been one where we 



have tried, and I think pretty successfully, to reach 

consensus. We have our differences but ultimately we try to 

arrive at a position. I think that -just reflects the Practical 

realities that we don't have a divison of the State Police to 

ao out and enforce. We are only qoinq to be as effective as 

we are perceived. If we cone off as beinq partisan, then there 

is no point in havinq us because we have to be cleaner than 

clean. 

CJTMPWN DEWEEPE: Thank you. The case with 

^eorqe Seidel, Secretarv of Leqislative Affairs after Pick 

Stafford, the way nost lay people, Helena, Bill, especially 

most people in my district perceive the law, you are not 

allowed to lobby a group that you have been working with for a 

year after you leave. Well, Heorqe has been lobbying the state 

legislature acrqressively, constantly, openly. That was his 

job. That is what Dick Thornburgh paid him to do and he was 

naid well. All of a sudden he is out lobbying for some oil 

companies, lobbying us. Somehow the Ethics Commission let him 

let awav with that. Would you share with me your observations, 

Sieb, on why leorae Seidel ever was able to lobby the House 

and the Senate? 

DP. PANCOAST: I'll have to call upon John Contino 

vho may know the decision in that particular case. 

CHAIPMAN DEWEESE: Was that orior to your — 

DR. PANCOAST: Yes, that was prior to ny — and 



3eorce was a very qood friend of mine. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: I mean, I am a qood acquaintance 

Df Georqe's also. We can sit down and have some scrod 

boqether, shoot the breeze. And I don't have any enmitv for 

bhese people. 

DP. PAIJCOAST: Had I been here at that particular 

bime, however, kr.owinq Oeorae as I knew Georae, I would have 

recused mvself in sittinq as a member of the commission in the 

Jisposition of that particular case. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: John. 

MP. COIITINO: First of all, I think you are 

referring to an opinion, not an investiaation that we conducted. 

[ think it was a commission opinion. 

CHAIFMAN DEWEESE: Yes. 

MT. COIITINO: "1r. Seidel had reauested advice as to 

rtiat he could do within one year after he left the Governor's 

iffice. The commission and Representative Heckler raised this 

3t the last meetinq and it was a nood point to raise because 

:he issue is controlled by a court decision. The issue of 

Tovernmental bodv, what is vour qovernmental body? Because 

3D of the Act savs you can't appear before or represent any 

person of vour former qovernmental body. What is the ej:tent of 

ir. Seidel's qovernmental body? That's what the issue was 

sefore this commission. 

Takinn a step back in time there was a decision 



with State Senator Kury. State Senator Kurv went out after 

fiis service with the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. He had 

asked for our opinion and we crave him an opinion. We extended 

the qovernmental body to the House, to the Senate, plus we 

attended it to the rrovernmental bodies on the outside that he 

vas dealinq with on a reaular basis. Foraive me if mv memory 

Ls not ouite clear, the Turnpike Commission or the PUC. I am 

not really sure which one. 7\nd we attempted to apnlv that in 

a very broad fashion. The court came back as they did much 

Like the attorneys and said no. What vou have to look for is 

•/hat was his influence, responsibility and control. Over what 

Tovernmental entity did he have control. 

CHAIPMAH DEV7EF.SE: Influence and responsibility 

and — 

HR. COMTINO: And control. 

CIIAIPMAIJ DEWEESF,: It has to be all? It just 

san't be influence and responsibility? George Seidel had 

Influence with the legislature and responsibility for the 

Legislature. 

MP. CONTINO: But his real responsibility and 

Influence was over his own governmental body. He could come 

Ln and lobby the House and Senate. 

CHAIPMAN DET7EESE: This is not the appropriate 

•>lace for us to get into the minutia. 

MP. COITTINO: What I am trying to inform you, to 



answer vour question, why the commission decided that way. 

The commission, based on the Kurv decision, made an 

administrative agency determination that this was as broad as 

liis governmental body could be without losing a board challenqe. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: Thank vou very much. Paul. 

MR. SMITH: I voted against Seidel in that matter 

aut for a different reason. He failed to mention in his 

request for an opinion who he was going to work for. I 

figured we shouldn't give anybody a blank check in a matter 

Like that. It came out later in a news release that he was 

Toing to work for the petroleum industry. I think if we had 

tnown that, if that was on the record, I think some of the 

Dther members would have voted against him. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: I respect the other members and 

staff who worked with me on this and this is not the time to 

TO into every case and I won't go into every case. But I did 

v'ant to talk about that one for a little bit. The average 

person on the street would think that George Seidel, the 

Secretary of Legislative Affairs, had responsibility and 

Influence with the state legislature. And all of a sudden we 

lave a law that says you are not allowed to do any work with an 

irea where you had a responsibility and influence for a year. 

\nd he's making $100,000 a year lobbving for the oil companies, 

Lobbying us who he had responsibility for and influence with. 

Vnyway, these are some of the reasons that I have, some 
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tentativeness about the perpetuation of your agency. But, 

aqain, I realize that probably is not the rarevailing view, but 

I want to share these things. 

The last thina I want to talk about and we are 

Toina to ask our next witness to come un, not a witness, next 

Tuest. The extension applies to local officials, obviously. 

Do you think it would be healthy for the State Ethics 

Commission to have a local official on board, supervisor, 

county commissioner, borough council person? Do you have any 

feelings? Paul. 

MR. SMITH: We have on occasion. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: Sieb. 

DR. PAIJCOAST: As a former Collegeville Borough 

Council member and as a former mayor in a borough, maybe I'm 

a local Government official. But I don't know as you 

designate certain ones shall be from certain areas. I think 

that the appointments that are made, any one of the seven 

nembers can certainly come from any walk of life. Certainly 

*e have a mixture. 

MR. SMITH: For a number of years our general 

;ounsel was a former solicitor for a borough and we picked her 

for that reason. She would have local experience. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: Thank you. 

MP. MARSHALL: The problem you would have though, 

there is a political proscription in the Act. So, you would 
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lave to exempt that person from coterminous service. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: Thank you, Helena and 

Tentlemen, very much for your testimony. 

We are going to have a change in our schedule. 

)oug Hill has been gracious enough to let Roth Judd jump in 

front of him. Roth has a plane to catch. Roth Judd is the 

Jxecutive Director of the Wisconsin State Ethics Board, and 

:he House Judiciary Committee would like to welcome vou, Roth, 

for your observations and testimony. And, again, Doug Hill, 

:hank you very much for your flexibility. 

MR. JUDD: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have been 

:he administrator of the Wisconsin board for about a thousand 

rears now beginning in 1974. During that time I have had an 

jpportunity to review the laws of other states, to meet my 

:ounterparts in other states, talk with them about what the 

>ractical application of their laws, what works, what does not 

rork. My own ethics board went through a very detailed review 

)f Wisconsin ethics laws. In that examination, we looked at 

:he laws of all of the states. Not only do we read those laws 

)ut we ask the administrators of those laws if they had to do 

.t all over again whether they would do it the same way or 

rhat they would change. The legislature, over a period of two 

Legislative sessions, modified our law at the request of the 

ithics board and the effect of the legislature's action was to 

significantly strengthen our law in all areas of disclosure, 
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snforcement and otherwise. 

I like the idea of sunset review. I gather the 

first question is, should Pennsylvania have an ethics code and 

an ethics commission? I think the answer is yes for many 

reasons expressed already today. I won't belabor that point. 

Ef you want to talk about that further, ask me. 

Let me tell you I am not the Johnny Appleseed of 

jthics codes traveling the land to nlant and nurture ethics 

commissions. Most states have them. Two-thirds, 

three-quarters do. Most of them are very nood. There are one 

5r two that are not very qood. In looking at the laws of 

3ther states, I think Pennsylvania has a pretty good ethics 

:ode. I have read it. There are many ways to skin a cat. 

Jut the approach you have taken here, at least on paper, seems 

:o be very good. 

Then I learned in spite of what the statute says, 

:hat is not necessarily the law in the state of Pennsylvania. 

[ just have to reflect upon the actions of the Pennsylvania 

:ourts before I proceed further. I know I overstate the case, 

>ut it anpreantly seems to be that the courts in this state 

lave exempted from standard of conduct for public officials 

mybody who has ever attended law school. I think the 

:itizenry may have long suspected that somehow lawyers 

:onsidered themselves above the law. But to find that the 

:ourt would articulate that as a public policy of the state is 



ibsolutely unbelievable. 

The chairman of the council on governmental ethics 

Laws, the Association of Ethics Commissions and Boards of 

lorth America was in Pennsylvania last month. He labeled as 

logwash Pennsylvania's courts claim that the Ethics Act 

.mproperly infringes on the courts powers over lawyers. I do 

lot disagree with that assessment. I think somebody missed 

:he class on separation of powers. It was taught to me what 

ras to be protected against was the exercise of all the 

rovernmental powers, too much power, the arrogance of power by 

>ne branch, one office or one arm of state government. To 

»rotect against that, the powers were distributed so that you 

:reated a policy making arm. That is you, the legislature 

Jiat creates the policy. And then you created a mechanism 

:o execute those laws and you have an Ethics Commission to do 

:hat and you have a court system to adjudicate cases in 

:ontroversy that arise from the application of those laws. 

As I nattier what has happened here, the court, 

mder the banner of separation of powers has really wanted to 

rather to itself those powers to establish the policy, to 

idminister it and to pass on how it will be applied as it 

Lffects all the lawyers in the state. I find that absolutely 

unazina. 

Certainly each branch of government can, is able to, 

light well establish for itself its standards of conduct that 



are more stringent than go beyond the requirements of general 

state law. That is what has happened in my own state. Rut in 

Wisconsin and in some other states, the ethics code anplies to 

all legislators, all judges and to all key members of the 

executive branch. 

other than that, and perhaps an occasional court 

rulinn on how the ethics code might anoly to financial 

iisclonure reports, including renorting on behalf of public 

jfficials families, it seems you have qot the basis of a very 

rood law in this state. 

So, if I am to be recorded as anything, record me 

is recommending that you renew the lease of the Ethics 

Commission in this state. 

Is this the ethics code or the Ethics Commission 

:hat you really want is the subsidiary question as I 

mderstand it. Well, these things are difficult to measure, 

iren't they? There are things you can count. You can count 

idvisory opinions, you can count the number of comnlaints 

:hat have been filed, you can count things, about the accuracy 

)f filings, the number of times these financial statements are 

•xamined bv other people, wou can count brochures and 

.nformational statements issued by the Ethics Commission. You 

ran count the cost per opinion or the dollar cost oer 

snforcement nroceedina, that sort of thing. I think that kind 

>f mechanical audit telln you how the staff is spending its 



time, but I don't think it answers really the important 

question of whether the ethics code and commission is realizinc 

the objectives that the legislature would really like it to 

realize which I hope is really fostering confidence in 

government, and helping decisions be made in furtherance of 

the public's interest rather than for some private interest. 

Those things are very difficult to measure. Just 

because they are difficult to be measured or can't be 

neasured though doesn't mean you can't draw some reasonable 

Inference from information at hand. If I were looking to see 

IOW well the commission was doing, I would look first to the 

resnect in which the Ethics Commission is held. It has just 

Tot to be known for its fairness. It should be a prestigious 

^oard, maybe the most prestigious board in the state of 

'ennsylvania. And when I say that, I am not referring 

lecessarily to the prestige of individual members, somehow 

a star system of who you appoint to the board. But that the 

Doard itself, through its own conduct, is held in great esteem 

DV members of your chamber, both sides of tho aisle and by 

lewspaner editors, reporters, civic groups, people who will 

Look to this body as a fair, impartial institution. 

Another place I look is to the advisory opinions. 

Jo official should have to guess as to what the law is. I 

*ould look to be certain that the advisory opinions are issued 

irith accuracy, speed, clarity and that the advice is really 



useful and there are ways to learn if that is the case. 

Another place I would look is to how successful 

bhe Ethics Commission has been in establishing a general tone 

for the state to inculcating itself in the very fabric of 

Tovernment. Examples, an ethics board or commission should not 

lave to take on everv case, every matter case by case. In my 

>wn state, where there are limitations about public officials 

jnterina into contracts with state government, we don't have 

:o do this case by case. We really have some boiler nlate 

Language put in cverv contract that is awarded by the state 

fhere there is some ordinarv recital that signatories will 

understand, certify that no state official has an interest in 

:hat contract directly or indirectly. If that person could not 

:ind that in good conscience, that would put them on notice 

:hat something is going to have to change. They are going to 

lave to seek advice or learn how to proceed, but it really 

secomes a normal part of daily occurrence. It is there. A 

>erson does not have to memorize the statutes. 

I say with personnel policies, really, each agency 

)f state government has roallv adapted for itself the general 

>rinciples of the state ethics laws and makes this just a part 

)f the regular expectation of employment anywhere in state 

Tovernment. The statement of economic interest or financial 

Jisclosure statements filed by state officials are used 

reaularlv bv members of the Wisconsin senate in examining all 



if the governor"sappointees or nominees for appointment to 

sublie positions. The senate would not act on any nominations 

mtil that statement would be reviewed, and we would, as a 

natter of course, review those statements to each member of 

:he standim committee of the senate to which a nomination 

ras referred. 

The crovernors of both political parties have been 

:nown to call the ethics board when they have a prospective 

torn, aee in mind and say, here is the situation. We want to 

iakc certain there will be no problem if I appoint this person 

md that there won't be any conflicts here. Would you look 

>ver this nominee, talk with the nominee, let's assure that 

:hore are no difficulties before an appointment is made. I 

lave done that with qovernors of both political parties. 

iometimes the appointment is later made. Sometimes it is not. 

'he fact that this happened is not something especially known 

:o people of Wisconsin. We operate very quietly, 

ronfidentially, the confidential relationship here. The 

rovernor was considering the appointment of a Particular 

•erson, consulted the ethics board, decided not to go forward 

'ith that nomination, that would never be a matter of public 

ecord. It would be simply some advice to the governor. 

Something I really want to caution vou about is 

:hat in some jurisdictions is it legal? Is it right? I think 

t is understandable that that happens but I think that that 



Ls wronq. My board, in reviewinq any question that comes to 

Lt, first looks to what the lav; is. That is the touchstone 

Eor treatment of any request for advice that would cone our 

/ay. But the board would always continue to comment on whether 

Lt thought the action asked about was appropriate or right or 

:he appropriate thing to do. It is very difficult to draft 

Laws for all situations and there are many things that are 

Legal that are not right. My board has never been particularly 

>ashful about saying that, to review a situation, yes, in fact 

:his doesn't meet any, it is not contrary to any section of the 

Law, but we think it stinks. We ought not to proceed. The 

>oard, because it has handled itself — well, because the 

manner in which it has held itself, its opinion is given 

rreat weight and respect. 

I'm going to — yes, I think you should have an 

Ithics Commission in this state. I think that your law seems 

:o be a pretty good one. There have been different techniques 

:ried in other states. I may be dumb, hut I am not so 

foolhardy as to try to tell the legislature of Pennsylvania 

rhat the lav; in Pennsylvania ought to be. But I can tell you 

some things that have been tried in other states and I can 

:ell you the consequences in some of those states. So, I 

nvite your questions on these things. I am thinking now about 

fuestions on ethics commissions, can they be nonpartisan, how 

lo you set that up, advisory opinions? Maybe they should be 



confidential. Mavbe you should be able to ask in confidence 

For those reports. Do you need to take on the whole state of 

'ennsvlvania at all levels of government here or could vou do 

somethincr less crrardiose? How do vou deal with frivolous 

jcmnlaints? Thinkincr of penalties, it seems to rae maybe your 

>enalti(?s might be too hiah in some cases. 

As best as I know in Wisconsin, I have 100 percent 

:amplianco with the financial disclosure requirement. We do 

:hat with not nuch trouble. The lav? has become verv much 

self-enforcing. The question about nay farmers vote on farm 

Legislation and insurance people vote on insurance legislation, 

: think thev probably should. We talked about that. The 

Lawyer client list, how you treat that, I've qot some thoughts 

ihout that. I invite vour questions and comments. 

CIIAIRTIAN DEWEESE Thank you very much. Roth. 

Tarv Woollry, the Republican Counsel. 

}V MS. WOOLLCY: 

O I would like to ask a couple questions. First, 

•egarding your treatment of the lawver client confidentiality 

>roblem and how TJisconsin deals with requiring attorneys who 

ire employees of the state or employees of local- government 

rho also engage in private practice. How do you require 

lisclosure of their clients in regard to private practice? 

A First, our code applies to all three branches of 

rovernment, but only the state officials, key policy makers and 
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!:ev manaqe^.ert neonle. Ve do not reach the local level. 

3v rEPPEsrnT^r?Tvr BOPTHEP: 

o Your law does not nnnlv at all to public officials 

*t the local leve], school boards — 

7* That is correct. That is correct. The Wisconsin 

Legislature has e>:n]icitlv authorized local qovernments to 

»do"t and administer ethics ordinances if thev wish to do that 

and live then cruidance of what nay be in those ordinances and 

*hat may not be. Basically, they may adopt an ethic ordinance 

similar to state lav: but it is left to local option. 

PEPP-EPEL'TATIVE 3op.T17EP.: I'n sorrv I interrupted 

rou. I just want to make sure I heard you. 

CHAIPMTWT DEWEF.in: Ho proMem. 

MP. JUDD: 7*11 state officials list their sources 

?f income nxcent that a nerson need not list an individual 

terson ^rom when the official receives incone unless the person 

Ls a lobbvist. As a nractical matter, eacli official will list 

•«] 1 businesses, organizations, labor unions, municipalities 

From which that official derives income and would list any 

Lobbyist fror? whom a person derived income if that were the 

;ase. Ru't suppose the case would be of a legislator who has 

some rental income or owns some rental property or of the 

Lawyer legislator who did some divorce work. 

JY MS. WOOLLEY: 

^ !̂ ut substantial private practice, you would not 
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require disclosure of individual clients. You would not list 

Individual neople. It would simply say practice law. You 

would list all the businesses, organizations, municipalities 

that they represented. 

Mv second question, I think Wisconsin uses similar 

Lanauaqe to Pennsylvania reqardinq the definition of what a 

rovernmental body in. 7*re thev clealinq with the scenario that 

'e wore ^iscussinq earlier in terms of when a public official or 

in eranloyee leaves the ennlovment o^ that qovernmental body 

md there is a one-vear Preclusion upon that person conducting 

tnv business with a qovernmental bodv with which he was 

tssociated, can you tell ne how Wisconsin defines that with 

rhich he was associated concept? Does it, for example, in the 

:ose of someone, let me qive you an example, someone employed 

is a district engineer for our Department of Transportation, 

eaves the Department of Transportation, is now in a private 

naineerinq firm. Would Wisconsin's law preclude him from 

Ininq any direct negotiations with vour Department of 

transportation for one year or would it preclude hin from 

icqotiatinq with a specific division within the Department of 

!ransportation where he was emploved? 

A Uith the department. We have done that, with that 

rer,y department. 

0 V7hat about the scenario that was discussed earlier 

y Chairman DeWeese where the Oovornor's secretary for 
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legislation leaves and is employed as a lobbyist by private 

industry? Would he be precluded from lobbyinq the legislature 

or would your test only apply to the executive side? 

A Precluded from lobbyina the office of the aovernor 

but not the legislature. 

n But not the legislature? 

A Pight. 

CHAIRMAN DEMEFSE: Fikfi Bortner. 

3Y VFPPEPEHTATIVE BOPTHfiP.: 

n I notice that under vour prohibition on working for 

or workina under or lobbying an agency within a year from 

Loavina office which is similar, vou have specifically 

sxempted legislators and legislative employees? Am I reading 

that comparison accurately? 

A That is riqht. 

o That would not at all apply to I, as a legislator, 

sould complete ny term of office next year, be hired by the 

trial lawyers and walkintr the halls around here doing lobbying 

the day after I left office, is that correct? 

A That is the law in Wisconsin. 

o It~doesn't sound, it sounds as though that is a 

iart of tho law you might like to see changed in Wisconsin? 

A Reasonable people might differ on that. 

keqislators write laws. The argument here was to be-protected • 

against pronism access, influence and that that influence was 
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lost apparent, evident in the case of a three-person 

sommission or six-member board where someone left and would 

:now those people well. The argument was made in a large 

.egislative body, it might exceed 100 peonle, simply that kind 

)f influence was not — just didn't exist, especially in the 

:ase of a former elected official. 

o Hov larcre is vour legislature? How many members? 

A Senate of 33 members and a House of 99. 

0 You truly have a nart-time legislature, do you not? 

'he members have outside — 

A Most legislators today would identify themselves as 

leing full-tine legislators. 

o What are their salaries? Are they full time? 

A I think the current salary is in the neighborhood 

if $29,000 annually. 

Q But there are other legislators that have 

lusinesses, professions that they nractice at the same time? 

A Yes, there are. 

O I have just one other area. Your gift section 

leems a little bit different than ours. You require the 

•enorting of aifts in excess of $50? 

A Yes. 

O I guess I'd ask the same question I asked before. 

fould that be per gift, per incident? I am thinkincr in 

articular with regard to lobbyists doing things with 



Legislators. Would that bo a total, a kind of accrual that 

fou benefit during the year or on an individual basis? 

J\ Gifts have to do, the person has to report each 

lonor from x̂ hich the person receives — each donor other than 

i member of the person's family from which a person received any 

thing or things valued at ?50 over the course of a year. It 

.s cumulative. 

n It is cumulative? 

A Yes. As to lobbyists, there is a very simple rule 

.n Wisconsin. It grows out of our lobbying on the ethics code. 

lobbyists may not furnish anything of value to any state 

>fficial or state employee. 

Q -Period. 

A Period, very simple. It's nice. You don't have 

:o remember a complicated formula. There's not a lot of 

Jiought. There is not a lot of record keeping involved. It's 

freat for lobbyists. I mean, it really helps expense accounts. 

:t saves, that's a lot of money that goes unspent. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: Lobster tail is not valuable? 

MR. JUDD: Just, there are no meals. Lobbyists 

rould not- purchase a meal. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: In the state of Wisconsin? 

MR. JUDD: Yes, sir. Very simple rule. Easy to 

remember. 

IY REPRESENTATIVE BORTTCKR: 
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O Has that been the law in Wisconsin or has that 

oeen a rule of recent change? 

A That has been the law in Wisconsin for years and 

fears. Well, it was long before ray tine. I don't know hot* 

Ear back it goes. 

0 I just want to make sure I understand this because 

C am interested in this. That neant no nugs, no books, 

anything from a lobbyist is prohibited? 

A Well, every lav/ gets at least one loophole. 

Organizations that employe lobbyists, state associations of 

/hatever it is may, generally is able to invite legislators, 

sublic officials to its annual meeting, a bona fide meeting 

For discussion of state issues and they do that. Usually 

sach of the state associations, and it descends on the state 

:apitol, over the course of a tern and has some dinner as part 

)f their annual meeting, invites legislators to that. That is 

Lhe exception. But no notebooks, mugs, no tickets to sporting 

svents. 

0 I don't see that as a problem. Is that abused? 

A No. 

0 So, I mean, those annual meetings are in fact 

innual meetings? 

A That i s r i g h t . But outs ide of tha t in r e s t a u r a n t s , 

>eople fjust separate checks. I t i s j u s t an easy ru le to 

remenber. 
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PEPPEREI7TATIVE 30RTITER: Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: Any further Questions? Hike 

Sdmiston, Chief Counsel. 

JY MP.. EDMISTOII: 

O Mr. Judd, I would like to aet a few things 

:larified a bit further anyway. There was some mention of the 

jxemption to legislators and employees of the legislature so * 

;ar as Wisconsin's statute is concerned. But in your 
« 

lescribing the applicability of your statute, you used a phrase 

:ey personnel. Can you crive us an idea of x/hat you mean when 

rou say that? The impression I have is that you are talking 

ibout people in the executive, and as I understand it, the 

iudicial branch is exclusively at the state level not at the 

.ocal government level by way of your statute. How far down 

n the chain of command, so to speak, particularly as to the 

sxecutive, does your statute reach? 

A I will give you the Wisconsin model. The state 

•thics code reaches all legislators and legislative staff. 

:t readies all judges. It reaches all officials elected in 

tatewide elections. It would apply to all of the governors 

ippointees, n mbers of the state various boards and commissions, 

art-time boards and commissions and to the key management. 

"hat might be maybe the top.half dozen people in each 

[eoartment, generally a secretary, a deputy, executive 

ssistant, all of the administrators. Another way to view 
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it, in Wisconsin, that applies to all of the unclassfied 

positions, all those positions exempt from the state's classi

fied civil service system. As to that great body of other 

state employees in the classified civil service system, our 

legislature has determined there is a better way to deal with 

bhose people. SimpLy to deal with them in terms of the classi

fied civil service system. The director of that system has 

been directed to create, with the advice of the Ethics Code, 

tfith the concurrence of the Ethics Board, an ethics code for 

bhat other great body of classified civil servants. Then if 

bhere are violations of that, questions about it then can all 

3e dealt with within the fabric of the state civil service 

system. Recognizing there are questions, peculiar questions, 

bo educational institutions, the governing body of the University 

3f Wisconsin was directed to establish a specific separate 

athics code for teaching and academic staff in the university 

system. 

In addition, local governments were all authorized 

aut not required to establish a code of ethics for local of ficials. 

Q I just have one other, one of the differences I 

mderstand between your board and Pennsylvania's Commission is 

:he appointing authority. As I understand, Wisconsin's Board, 

four governor makes all the appointments? 

A That is true. We have a six-member board. Each 

nember is appointed for a six-year term, one term expiring each 
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rear. The governor aonoints all of those neonle subject to 

bhr» senate's consent, .'lembers of the Wisconsin Ethics Board 

"civ not serve on anv boards or commissions at the state level 

5.r local level. T think that is the same as Pennsylvania's 

irecruiroment. Ilcr.bers of VJisconsin's ethics board nay not have 

seen a candidate for election to anv partisan office a vear 

^rior to appointment. In fact, members of Uisconsin's Ethics 

B o a r d ^ay not be a member of any political party. It is 

i nonpartisan board. They nav not be a nember of any political 

>arty. It is r> nonnnrtisan organization. I have no idea 

ibout political inclinations of any members of nv board. 

lembers of mv board, as best ns I know, at least durinq their 

:enure, never nade a contribution, a financial contribution 

:o ,in" candidate for election tc a partisan office or anv 

political n,?rtv. It is somethinq that sets Wisconsin, it sets 

:hr» ethics board apart ^rom anv other state in that it is a 

:rue citizen board. 

This morning r,Is. I3rill talked about having a public 

nember on the Pennsylvania Ethics Commission. I think it 

should all be so-called nublic members. It has worked out 

rery well for us. T-Te have a weak partv system in Wisconsin. 

rou don't have to register your partv affiliation. Ilaybe that 

lakes it easier. 

There miqht be other techniques, I haven't even 

'one this, it miqht be possible to. I think, also there is 



kind of a merit board that can screen potential candidates. 

Another idea is simnlv by statute. Perhaps suagest that a 

nenber of the ethics commission could not have contributed to 

? nolitical camnairrn. You must have official comnaian 

Sisclosure reauirements. Vou know who contributed to car.ioaigns 

and who has not. That nay be a way of moving partisanship, 

Lf that is ever the case, of a fellow commissioner. 

CIIAIPJ7\JI DEWEEJ3F: Mike Bortnor. 

IV raPPJIflrnTATIVE BOP.THEP: 

<"» I just have one follow un. I did want to 

understand that. As I understand, the neonle don't reqister 

bo vote bv political partv in Wisconsin, do they? Vou don't 

lave to belong to a party to vote in the primary? 

7< That is correct. 

n It is a little easier to not be identified with a 

lartv? 

A It is a little easier in Wisconsin. 

n I know that because I met Congressman Kostmayer 

•'ho represents Madison. And I asked hin what his district was 

Like between Democrats and republicans. He said, I don't know. 

•7c don't do it that way. 

A The governors have looked and have found 

anpointees to Wisconsin ethics boards, its collenes, private 

iniversities, maybe former newspaner renorters, retired law 

school deans, members of the clerav, representatives of the 



»aaue of Tioren Voters, business executives, people, who for 

3me reason, I think each of these people has been very 

iterested in and an observer of government and of politics, 

it for some reason has not been a participant. 

aiMPMAH DEWF-ESP!: ^nythlna else fron any other 

?mbers? 

(Ho response.) 

CHAIP»IAII JJEUEESE: From what I know about .ladison, 

.sconsin, if thoy did have political Parties, Denocrats and 

'publicans, you still miaht not be able to tell, is that 

:curate or inaccurate? 

MR. JUDD: Everybody is a party. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: Anvwav, thank you very much, 

>th Judd, for cominq from Wisconsin. You were hiqhly 

'commended by all the birr ethics honchor. in the United States 

i come down here. So, thanks very much for your iaundice. 

MP. JUDD: Thank you. 

CIIAIPM7W DEWERSE: And I hope vou catch your 

.rnlane. 

Our final witness, not witness, excuse me. Our 

.nal person to qive some testimony, Douq Hill, tho Executive 

.rector of Pennsylvania State Association of County 

minis si oners. 

Mr. HILL: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I am also 

resentinq ny testimony today on behalf of tho Local 



Sovernment Conference, which includes our association, the 

Pennsylvania State Association of Township Supervisors, the 

Pennsylvania Leaque of Cities, the Pennsylvania School IJoards 

Association, the Pennsylvania State Association of Horouqhs, 

bhe nennsylvania runicinal Authorities Association, and the 

'nnnsvlvanifi State Association of Town shin Commissioners. 

I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear 

JOfore you today to qivc you our comments concerning the sunset 

review of the Pennsylvania State i::thics Commission. 

Allow me to preface r.y renarlcs by thankinq the 

Committee for the rational and reasoned approach which is beinq 

bal:en in those deliberations. r.TIien Act 170, the Uthics Lav/, 

massed in 197G, the combers of the Local f.oyernmont Conference 

'ore unanimously opposed; not because of the intent of the 

statute, but rather because nf its vaquo and ambiaious 

Lanquaae. We were dismayed that wo had no real chance to 

comment at the time the bill was under consideration since the 

jntire process, from amendment into another statute throuqh 

sionaturc bv Tovernor Shapp, too]: bar^lv one wool:. Wli.it 

lismaved us even more was the fact that when we attempted to 

x>int out the /Act's ambiguities and inconsistencies, we were 

iortra"od as " anti -ethics,'' or "havinq something to hide." 

rhis sane brush was used to paint nanv members of the 

Legislature; in fact when the House Local Government Committee 

leld hearinqs on the bill in the fall of 1970 and sprinq of 

http://Wli.it


L979, the Committee's members were treated to scathinq 

editorials in newspapers across the state. The Philadelphia 

Enquirer even included Photos of the committee members who were 

?stensiblv 'tryinq to undermine the Act." This lav/, like many 

others, he'd acquired a '"motherhood and annlie pie" status 

'here, as in many other issues before the leqislaturo. a vote 

jcainst a '-•art is a vote aaainst the whole. Heedless to say, 

the legislature rruickly became disenchanted with any attempt 

:o deal in a rational wav with the deficiencies of the law, 

tnd we have not had a qenuine opportunity to address the law's 

problems until today. 

I do not beqin with this historical discourse 

•imply to compliment the Committee on its approach nor are 

rJiese remarks critical of the oriqinal authors and sponsors 

>f the measure. Pather, ny recountina of the events 

surroundinq passaae of the Ethics lav/ is to emphasize the 

reasons for which the Committee's deliberations today are so 

jnnortant: in the absence of clear statutorv quidance, and 

'ith little ability for either leaislatorn or interest qroups 

:o clarify the statute, interpretation of the entire Act has 

seen left exclusively to the State Ethics Commission. 

The question before the Committee is whether the 

State Ethics Commission has properly fulfilled its 

>bliqation to the statute and to thr> public interest. The 

Committee is also considerinq whether "tlie anenev's statutory 



objectives - current implementation, or any inconsistencies 

therein are in keeping with continued oublic confidence in 

yovernment.'" In general, wn believe that the commission has 

acted in a responsible fashion in implementation of the law. 

Moreover, mv associates with the other local government groups 

Frd T '•'oulr1 qive generally hiah marks to the staff of the 

srwissjon, who have in nost regulatory matters taken special 

ster»s to at least infom us of, and in many cases involve us 

•jith, herding regulatorv matters. Nonetheless, we do have 

seme snecific criticisms of the commission, relating both to 

Its operation and to its interpretation of portions of the 

\ct. I will present comments first on interpretation and then 

Dn operation. 

Interpretation of the Ethics Act has been one of 

bhn more important responsibilities of the commission, 

particularly in view of the Act's vague and sometime ambiaious 

nature. One of the earlv issues, and one that is still to be 

Finallv settled, are the covered classes of individuals. 

rrttial cortroversv centered on the Philadelphia School Board, 

?n memters of municipal authoritv boards, and on attorneys, 

Doth in their capacity as legal counsel to agencies and as 

autright members of agency governina bodies. While the 

commission's objective may have been to implement what they 

^rceived to be legislative intent, interpretations of intent 

are norma11v reserved to instances where a statute is 
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mbiguous; by contrast the commission extended coverage to the 

>oards of municipal authorities despite the unambiguous 

.anguaae of the Act. If authority members were in fact to be 

:overed, a statutory remedy should Jiave been sought. 

Other matters of interpretation are perhaps less 

iorious, but eguallv lacking in statutory basis. As examples 

:h<? commission has ordered pavment of restitution under 

notion 9(c) (P5 P.s. 409(c)) to a r.unicinality incurring the 

oss, despite the section's specific reguirenent that such 

lavnerts be made to the state treasury; although the law 

•equires candidate statements of financial interest to be 

iled with the commission (see Section 4(b), 65 T>.^. 404(b)), 

:he commission has by regulation required municipalities to 

eceive and store these reports for local candidates; and 

inally, while the Act requires onlv employees to file 

inarcial interest statements annually (see Section 4, 65 P.5. 

04), the commission has extended the annual filing 

ecruirement, again bv regulation, to elected officials as well. 

1ii]e the commission's actions in these three instances may 

ield a nractical result which is more in line with what the 

egislature intended, we do not believe it to be within the 

•urview of a regulatory agency to change specific statutory 

equirements through the regulatory process. 

The commission's operation and particularly its 

djudicatorv role has caused us concern in terms of both 
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process and outcome. Each of our associations has received 

lumerous complaints concerning process before the commission. 

Po beqin with, the Act and the commission protect the 

anonymity of a complaint; even if the commission finds that a 

;omplaint is unfounded, the nerson aaainst when the complaint 

Ls lodged cannot discover the name of the complainant without 

jpnealinq the commission's decision to Common Pleas Court. As 

j result, many local officials have suffered needlessly at the 

lands of comnlaints brought to harass or brought as fishing 

expeditions. Second, individuals under investigation have 

Little opportunitv to present a defense, either in the 

investigative phase or when the commission reviews results of 

:he investigation. Most of the commission's orders are developer 

ind debated in camera, with the defendant excluded from the 

proceeding. Moreover, once an order is issued, the defendant 

>r respondent, if you will, is prohibited from discussing the 

>rder for 15 davs following its issuance, unless the defendant 

waives the right to challenge the order. In fact the typical 

>hrasing of this confidentiality provision (there is a letter 

ittached containing the language) leads some to believe they 

:annot even discuss the order with their own legal counsel. 

We are also concerned with the lack of limits on 

:he commission's adjudicatory role. The commission does not 

>ind itself by precedent, even its own; for example, it 

.nitially ruled that authority board members were covered by 
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the /*ct and then reversed itself twice in subsequent decisions 

until the natter was finally resolved in the courts. This has 

resulted in a catch-22 for our membershins; they cannot rely on 

prior decisions to quide their conduct, but nt the same tine 

thev are fearful that if thov raise an issue the commission 

vill rule aoainst tlien despite earlier decisions which v/ould 

otherwise irdicate a favorable rulina. The conr'isr.inr! also 

does not seem to rel^ on court precedent: the TlcAdoo case set 

a test for dctermininq conflict of interest v.'hon a r.nousal 

relationshin in involved, but the commission established a 

different test. 

"erhans our qreatest concern, however, is the 

tendencv of the commission to issue orders relatinq not only 

to responsibilities under the Ethics Law, but to ncrcentions 

of conflict of interest under other statutes as well. In one 

case the commission lias rewritten a portion of the County Code 

dealinq with reimbursement for the exnenses of row officers 

attending conferences. In another more far-reachinq case, 

the -commission iqnored the statutorv authoritv in the insurance 

law and relied solely on the lanquaqe of the nunicinal codes 

to rule that the traditional nractice of nrovidinq certain 

insurance coveraqes to municina] elected officials was 

imnroner. The net result of that sinqle decision has been 

hundreds of thousands dollars in restitution paid to the 

Commonwealth by a host of unnaid or noninallv paid municipal 

I 



?lected officials. 

The overriding question, however, is whether the 

'Vet reallv vests the commission with an adjudicatory role. 

rho commission has assumed the roles of investigator, 

irosecutor, iudrre, and iurv, the latter two of which we believe 

ire bevond the scone of the 7\ct. The Act consistently refers 

to the role of the commission as one of nroviding "advice" 

ind "opinions." Nowhere does it authorize the commission to 

issue "orders", or to levy fines and nenaltics. Instead, the 

sroper role of the commission is to recommend prosecution, as 

loted in Section 7(9) (iii) , Section 7(11), and inferred 

'ection 0(a). Section 9 lists the penalties to be levied for 

violation of specific provisions of the Act: because it does 

lot oive snecific authority to the commission to levy these 

penalties, it is our belief that the nenalties should only be 

Levied bv a court of competent jurisdiction. 

In view of the comments we have presented here 

today, we have a number of snecific recommendations. First, we 

recommend a full review of the statute itself, with the 

sbjective of addressing its ambiguities and correcting its 

:echnical deficiencies. Much of what we have conveyed to the 

Committee today is less an indictment of the commission than 

.t is of the commission's underlving statute. 

Our second recommendation, and more to the ooint 

)f the Committee's hearina todav, is to clarify the 



commission's role. V7e believe first that the commission's 

scope should be confined to interpretations of application of 

the Ethics Law, and not other statutes. Via also believe that 

the commission's role should end with advice, investigations, 

and recommendations for prosecution. The commission should 

not be granted the quasi-judicial status it has assumed; to do 

so raises serious constitutional questions of due process. 

7e can concede the utility of having the commission in place 

bo respond to complaints and requests for advice, to initiate 

and conduct investigations, and to recommend and participate 

Ln prosecutions. However, we believe that due process is 

setter served by allowing the respondent or defendant, an 

Individual facing potential fines, imprisonment, and penalties, 

the protections of the formal court system. 

To conclude we return to the largest question of 

whether the Act and the commission have fulfilled the intended 

nission. If the intended mission is to root out corruption 

and prosecute individuals who are unjustly gaining at public 

sxpe-nse, we believe that the Act has accomplished little. 

•tost major prosecutions since the nassage of the Act rely on 

Jther statutes. Actions brought under the Ethics Law itself 

lave tended to be cases arising from statutory disagreement 

such as the township insurance question, or cases where there 

ire innocent violations or violations with no malicious 

intent. 



Similarly, the filing of statements of financial 

interest has yielded little true benefit. Settinrr aside the 

question of whether the filinq adds one more item to the list 

of reasons that people have become less inclined to seek 

public office, we still find that the innocent comply while the 

rruiltv (as determined hv prosecutions under senarnte statutes) 

do not. 

Thn time has come that we need to review the 

statutes as well as the comminsion's performance under the 

statute. Manv of the statute's deficiencies, such as the 

kroner collection point for financial interest filings, can be 

easily resolved. Others, such as the adiudicatory limits of 

the commission, will require more debate and consideration. 

At the same time, the statute, the commission, and 

the legislature need to recocmize the extent of the volunteer 

nature of local novernment. Most members of both elected 

and appointed bodies are providing a valuable public service 

vith little or no compensation other than the intrinsic 

satisfaction of service to the community. V7e have to 

recognize that in this context there will be unavoidable 

conflicts. For examn]p, the commission prohibited three of 

five members of a board of township commissioners from voting 

an a company's zoning request because two of the commissioners 

tfere employees and one was a pensioner of the company. On 

Its face this appears to be a conflict, but on further 



axamination none of the three were in a position in the 

comnanv to have a pecuniary interest in the outcome. More 

Importantly, because the comnanv was the nearly exclusive 

amnlnyer in the township, there was little likelihood that 

bhere would be officials on the body who did not have sone 

connection to the company. In another instance the commission 

irohibited two out of three members of a township board of 

supervisors from voting on a zoning matter ralatinq to a church 

lficause the two members were members of the church. Again, 

there was no pecuniary interest. The practical effect, 

aowever, is that the decision was ultimately made by one 

jerson. The point we are makinn is that local government is 

the essence of representative participatory democracy. It 

;ould be impossible to find candidates for office who did not 

lave some interest or another in many of the issues which come 

jefore the body. It is imperative that the Act and the 

commission strike an appropriate balance between the 

ippearance of conflict and the ability of local officials to 

nake the decisions for which they were elected. 

T7e would appreciate the opportunity to work with 

the Committee, with Common Cause, and with other interest 

yroups in a good faith effort to develop appropriate 

amendments to the Kthics Law. I7e believe that the law's hasty 

jassage, and subsequent resistance to amendments, were 

Indicative of a prejudicial assumption against the intent of 



local government. In recent years, we have hopefully laid 

these assumptions to rest, particularly with our good faith 

afforts which culminated in the passage of a mutually 

aoreeable open meetings law. We hope that the Committee will 

jrnnt us the opportunity to be a participant in the 

rlevelopment of amendatory language which responds to the 

concerns raised by the groups appearina before you at these 

learinns. 

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. 

I would like to also expand just brieflv, I noted 

bhat wo sot aside the question of filing statements of 

Financial interest. I think it is accurate to say that on 

behalf of the other local fTovernment groups and our groun, we 

ure not contesting the issue of filinn statements of financial 

Interest. That is somethina that our respective membership 

iave becore accustomed to in tho years since passage. That is 

lot to be the issue as far as we are concerned. I think that 

Ls sorethinq contrary to what other groups expected us to say 

:>r would oxnnct us to say. I want the Committee to be very 

sicar on that. I would be hannv to answer nnv of your 

Tuestion^. 

CIIMrJVU DKWirEPn- Thank vou vcrv much, Doua. 

C nersonallv want to work with you as we keen lookincr at this 

this summer. Hick, Nick 'Ioohlmann, anv observations, 

questions? 
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REPRESENTATIVE MOEHLMANN: No. 

CHAIRMAN DEWEESE: Bob. 

1Y REPRESENTATIVE REBER: 

Q Just two quick observations. In your capacity here 

n behalf of the County Commissioners, Supervisor League of 

ities, School Board Associations, Boroughs, Municipal Author-

ty Associations, and in the first place, Township Commissoners1 

ssociations, have you ever received any kind of expressions 

rom them of their concern that their solicitors, in essence, 

ere usurping the powers of the governing bodies of those boards , 

hat they were unable to manage their elected responsibilities? 

A I am not in a position to answer for the other 

ocal government groups, but I know that county commissioners 

re inclined to view themselves as the ones governing the 

ounty. And if they find a solicitor who is impeding their 

bility to do that, they will find another solicitor. 

Q Did you hear the remarks of the executive director 

rom Wisconsin? 

A Yes, I did. 

Q I was intrigued that he said under Wisconsin law, 

he legislature has divinely delegated responsibility of 

overning, molding and crafting and I assume enforcing the 

ocal governmental Ethics Act vis-a-vis some ordinance and/or 

esolution of the local authorities or governing bodies. I 

as interested in what might be your comment on that? 
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* Well, actuallv, mv comments on that are on the 

rocnri' ̂ rom some tine aqo. r7e nresented testimony to that 

effect ir ]?78 and 1919 before the House Local Government 

Conmittee. 

CLMPMAN DEWrERE: You were in hicrh school back 

then, weren't you? 

MP. HILL: Thank vou, Mr. Chairman. Ho, I was in 

f? previous life as a lobbyist for the Borouqhs Association. 

'78 was my first year. I also presented similar testimony 

•̂ eforo the Local Government Commission v;hen thev held hearings, 

I believe, that was in '35. And, yes, we suqaostcd 

snecificallv that there be an oution that local qovernment 

could s«=>t their own standards as lonq as thov were within 

certain parameters established in the statute. 

SEPPESENTATTVE PEBFr: Thank you. That is all. 

CHAIRMAN DEWFE5E: Any questions from counsel? 

3Y "IP EDMIFTOH: 

n T have one. It is rather a general question. The 

Committee took some time at an earlier meetinq to develop a 

conditional criteria for its sunset review orocess as to this 

particular commission, and T am wonderinq what kind of 

attention the entities that vou renresent have been able to 

?.ccord that conditional criteria? Whether or not vou are 

->renared to identifv some of your recommendations as they miqht 

relate to that, that criteria or, for that matter, some, any 



Dne of the first sever specific statutory criteria? Can you 

balk or that a little bit? 

71 T am assuminq von are roforrina to the current 

Linitation, inconsistencies, koopinn thr public confidence 

Ln qoverrneni? 

n riqht. 

A I think we touched on a nunber of those issues. 

Inconsistencies, arrain, the question of rulinqs based on 

vrocedent causes some concern whether our membership approaches 

:ho comission -for a particular advice or an opinion. I think 

:hore arp some inconsistencies between, well, sone vaaueness in 

:hp ?ct that leaves the commission to take interpretations that 

;e believe ere inconsistent with the Act and particularly 

insofar as lev/inq penalties remjirinn restitution and so on. 

r'rori thn tine that the Act first passed, it was our 

.nternretation that first the commission's responsibility was 

:o interpret the Ethics Lav; and in fact for the first several 

'ears that the law was in effect, I think our opinion 

prevailed and they aenerally deferred questions of 

.nternretation of municipal codes to municipal solicitors and 

:o other bodies. 

T think that there is the larqer duo nrocess natter 

ipcause in the commission actina in the role of investiqator, 

>rosecutor. iudqe and iurv, there is a certain nroiudice that 

s attended to that procedure and "o think that the commission's 
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role should end with a recommendation for a prosecution. I 

think the same ends would still be served if there is an 

Individual whose conduct is imnroner that would bo rooted out. 

^ut I thin]: that individual would be hurt in n less 

?rr»iudicir-'l sotting. 

1Y CHAIRMAN DEWEESK: 

o I iust have one ouestion and then I have another 

commitment. I am goinq to turn the final four or five 

ninutes over to Penresentative McIIalc to somehow end the 

neetina. The bottom line, if you wero sitting up here, the 

nost important, most emphatic change vou would make providing 

Lt is the will of the Committee and the General Assenblv to 

maintain the Ethics Commission, what would be the one thing 

bhat vou would, change first? 

A I would think it would be the adjudicatorv nrocess. 

CIIAIPMAIT DEUEESE: I have no further questions. 

^gain, thank you very much. I do want to work with you 

•>ersonc?lly and other people in your organization as we try to 

nake some modest changes between now and September. I 

appreciate that. I'll turn the meeting over to Paul HcHale 

From Lehigh County. 

3Y ACTING CIIAIPHAN MC1IALE: 

o You indicated during vour testimony that the 

Legislature, I believe, should be sensitive to the fact that 

tost of the citizens who steo forward to fill rcublic office 



and to serve as members of vour association do so as 

volunteers, is that correct? 

A lenerally. Countv commissioners are the obvious 

exception. 

<"> Ever, for county commissioners, unless we're talking 

about a full-time Position, we are talking about nominal 

navment at bf»st? 

A Well, arguably, countv commissioners are verv 

nearly full-time positions even down in the eighth class 

counties and the minimum compensation at that level is 

something over 18,000. Ro, T think it is more than nominal. 

0 The statenont I made really reflected my home 

county, Lehigh County, which has home rule where we have a 

Doard of part-time commissioners who get paid, I think, $2500 

a vear. In fact, in many cases, are virtually full time. 

7* That is true for that county and four to five 

Dther home rule counties. You are correct. 

o I think it is accurate to sav that in the case of 

^ost borough councilmen, township commissioners, we are 

talking about either no pavment or nominal nayment for their 

services. These are truly citizens who have concerns about 

the community, who step forward not for the money but for the 

opportunity to bo of public service? 

A That is correct. 

o Are you aware of manv volunteer solicitors around 



the state? 

A Wo. 

0. These are paid professionals, conpetent in their 

field who are compensated for their services, is that correct? 

h That is correct. 

0 Nov;, in one community in my district, I have seven 

municipalities in r»y legislative seat, we have a full-time 

executive in that particular nunicinalitv who is paid full time 

for his services. Tt is mv understanding the solicitor in 

that community, who is a nart-time solicitor, a very fine 

lawyer, last year earned three tines the salary of the full-time 

township executive. The concern that I voiced earlier was 

that although these are theoretically independent contractors 

vorkinq part time for the municipalities, when you have an 

individual who performs professional services for 40. 50 or 

$60,000 a year or in the case of one nart-time solicitor vho 

aarned almost a quarter of a million dollars one year in that 

capacity, it seems to mc there is a strong public interest in 

tnowinrr whether or not that professional has a potential 

conflict of interest arisinq out of his renaininq in private 

Practice, no vou think that is an accurate statement? 

A Yes. And I think, aqain, sneakinq iust from a 

county perspective, that is sonethinq, the areas of potential 

conflict are qenerally issues which are of knowledqc to the 

county commissioners. I don't know if that's the case at the 



aorough and township level. 

0 And that is mv concern. Tf indeed the solicitor 

Ls not activelv representing a private client before the 

nunicipal entity, he prohablv does not have an obligation to 

reveal that representation. F.y concern is that those township 

commissioners and borough councilmen may never becone aware 

3f the potential conflict of interest unless that nrivatc 

renresentation turns into a formal representation before the 

innicipality. Aoain, the statenent I'm making arises out of a 

TOW specific instances of which I am aware in our part of the 

state. So, I would echo the concerns voiced by the gentleman 

from Wisconsin. We have to find a way, either by 

reinterpreting the separation of powers articulated by the 

Supreme Court or by constitutional amendment, to guarantee 

:hat when an attornev represents a municinalitv does so without 

> conflicting interest evolving out of his private law practice. 

In closing I would stress, this is in no way a 

criticism of the ethics of the Bar. The vast majority of 

solicitors are very, very renutable men and women. The fact 

remains, however, the nublic needs an open guarantee that the 

renresentation before the municinalitv does not influence 

financial considerations of nrivate nractice. because I am 

ware of cases where I am afraid there may have been a conflict 

)f interest and not revealed to the public until subsequent 

:riminal investigations were instituted. 



I don't know if you have any comments on that. 

That is the end of my sneech. But I think that remains a very 

real problem that we have to address under Pennsvlvania law. 

A I don't have any additional comments. 

ACTING CHAIRMAN MCIIALE: Do any of the other 

nembers who are no longer here — 

(Laughter.) 

ACTING CHAIRMAN MCIIALE: That concludes our 

learinq today, ladies and aentlemen. We thank you very much 

For appearing today. We, the members of this Committee, feel 

bhis is an important job. We appreciate vour contributions. 

rhank you. 

(Whereupon at 1:00 p.m. the hearing was 

adjourned.) 

(Letter dated May 6, 1987 from Charles Bacas, 

Secretary for Policy and Plannina was as follows:) 

"May 6, 1987 

"Honorable II. William DeWeese 

Chairman, House Judiciarv Committee 

Room 20(5, South Office Building 

Ilarrisburq, Pennsylvania 17120 

"Dear Representative DeWeese: 

"The purpose of this letter is to express the 

'vdministration's support for continuance of the State Ethics 

Commission. 



"Please also accent this letter as ny response to 

/our invitation to testify on behalf of the Administration at 

the Comir.ittee' s public hearinq on Mav 7th. 

"In keepinq with the criteria you have set forth 

For evaluatinq the Ethics Commission, we do find that there is 

(1) a demonstrated need for the aaency and (2) that its 

continuance is in the public's interest. We also find that 

the aqency, qiven the broad population of state and local 

jfficials who come under its jurisdiction, is (3) qenerally 

ichicvina the objectives of the lav/. 

"For the record, Please note that Governor Casey, 

relative to the question of disclosure of executive branch 

officials, has affirmed the Governor's Code of Conduct, 

Executive Order 1980-81. which sets forth standards of 

ilisclosure that are more detailed than the Ethics Lav with 

rcsnect to real nropertv interest, and the nature of non-paid 

lembcrshins on boards of directors of business entities or not 

:or profit entities. In addition, the Code of Conduct 

requires a listing of all aifts in excess of $100 an ooposed 

:o the $200 value required by the Ethics Lav;. 

"We hope the above comments in support of the 

ethics Law will nrove useful to the Committee as it qoes 

:orv;ard with its work. A representative of r*y staff, from 

;he Office of Policy Development, will be monitorinn vour May 

Pth hearing. If nuestions arise durinq the hearinq, or at a 



Later time in which the services of my office might prove 

useful, do not hesitate to contact ne. 

"Sincerely, 

''Charles Racas 

'•Secretary for Policy and Planninq" 

(Prepared testimony of Stenhan VI. Stover, 

\dninistrative Director of the Supreme Court of Ohio and 

:hairnan of the Council on Governmental Ethics Laws, was as 

Follows:) 

"April 16, 19R7 

"The Honorable II. William DcWeese 

Chairman 

House Judiciary Committee 

House of ^.enresentatives 

State Capitol 

Harrisburq, Pennsylvania 17.120--002B 

(Public Sector Ethics nrcsonted before: Leaque 

3f Women Voters Conference "Ethics Lawn and Pennsylvania 

'overnment1' Tuesday, April 7, 1987 •• .17-00 :ioon, I'oliday Tnn, 

larrisbura, Pennsylvania) 

"I. Introduction 

'•Thanh you for invitirn me to narticipate in the 

•oaque of Women voters Conference. 

"Over the years, I have searched in vain for a 

Treat 'ethics joke'" to beqin remarks. Alas, I am forced to 
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rely on the immortal words of Senator Snort, who, standinq on 

bhe canitol steps, said "Thank goodness the elections are over 

and we can nut ethics behind us for another term" 

'"I an glad to have the opportunity to discuss 

'Public Sector Ethics" with vou. Each year, I have the 

spportunitv to work with dozens of states on ethics matters, on 

sehalf of the Council on Governmental Ethics Laws, the national 

jraanization of federal, state and local agencies responsible 

for ethics, campaign finance and reporting, election laws, 

ind lobbying, which operates under the auspices of the Council 

?f State Governments. Last soring, I was in Oklahona to spend 

i day with a special Governor's Commission on Ethics in 

rovernment, and I am pleased to report that the resulting 

Legislation has been enacted. In .May, I assisted with Hew 

'ork's efforts to enact legislation to bring that state in to 

:he modern era of ethics in government. Last summer, I spoke 

:o the National Association of Lieutenant Governors. Last 

Fall, I worked with the state of West Virginia and this spring, 

'ennsylvania and Rhode Island, plus Hew York City and Chicago. 

"Today, I appreciate the opportunity to give you a 

/lew fron the trenches and some thoughts on the role that you 

:an play in securing strong, meaningful ethics lav; reform. 

C call it "Why Good Peonle flake Bad Ethics Laws." 

"The Ohio Ethics Commission 

''In 1975, the Commission placed major emphasis on 
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interpreting the lav/, issuing 37 advisory opinions, which 

established a substantial foundation for future interpretation 

of the Ethics Lav; by the Commission. In 1975, the Commission 

received nearly 7000 financial disclosure statements, 

continued to refine the administration and enforcement of the 

financial disclosure requirements of the law, and took action 

on numerous financial disclosure complaints. 

''Then, in 1976, the Commission turned its attention 

to its statutory responsibility to recommend legislation and 

iromulgatc rules. Amended House Bill 1055, the first major 

revision of the Ethics Lav, v/as pronosed by the Commission to 

clarify and strengthen the law, and to correct problems 

revealed during the first two years of imnlenentation of the 

Lav:. Late in 1976, the Commission adopted a rule requiring the 

ncmbers of sovereign nower state boards and commissions, 

Including regulatory and licensing boards and college and 

miversitv boards of trustees, to file financial disclosure 

statements: the rule was controversial. 

"In 1977, a bill was introduced to require state 

:>fficialn and employees in the unper pav ranaes to file 

financial disclosure statements. However, the bill v/as amended 

Ln committee to c;:empt members of uncompensated sovereign 

ioser state boards and commissions from the financial 

lisclosuro roauirement. The Commission vigorously opposed this 

>illr and v/as successful in retaining the requirement that 
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nembers of sovereign power state hoards and commissions file 

financial disclosure statements, although these forns must be 

lield confidential. This controversial bill became effective 

in 1978, without the Governor's sianature. Also in 1977, the 

"ommission created the position of Commission Counsel to 

supervise the staff investinators and prosecute conflict of 

interest and financial disclosure cases before the Commission. 

rhus, the Commission began to take n more aggressive Posture ir 

prosecuting conflict of interest violations. 

"In 1978, the Commission's enforcement procedures 

natured, v;ith a 100 percent compliance rate on financial 

3isclosurc, and two significant conflict of interest cases 

referred to prosecutors; these cases qenerated subsequent 

?.ppeals raising unsuccessful challenges to the Ethics Lav/. 

"In 1979, the Commission introduced a second major 

package of legislation amending the Ethics Law. " This Act 

clarified and strengthened the "revolving door" Drohibition of 

bhe lav;, which we will discuss in crreater detail later, 

amended the prohibitions against misuse of confidential 

information and participation in rate-making proceedings, and 

revised certain Commission enforcement procedures. In a 

related matter, the "revolving door'1 provision of the Ethics 

Law was upheld on appeal of a conviction. 

"From 1980 through 1982, the Commission underwent 

i period of transition, with changes in staff and severe budget 



:uts due to a state financial crisis. This resulted in 

reduced activity, particularly in enforcement and public 

education and information. 

"Since 1983, the tenth year of the Commission's 

listory, and continuinq to the present, the Commission appears 

:o have regained its strength and reached full maturity. In th2 

mforcement area, the Commission has seen a substantial increass 

n activity, including the most conflict of interest 

.nvestitrations and complaints in its history. In 1983, the 

Commission received and administered nearly ^000 financial 

lisclosure statements, the most ever. 

"In 1984, the Commission had a full staff of 11 

mthorized positions for the first time in three years. Also 

.n 1984, the Commission developed and sent to the General 

assembly the first major revision of the "conflict of interest" 

>rohibition of the Ethics Law, which would prohibit a public 

>fficial or employee from: (1) using his position to secure 

mything of value for himself or for any other person for the 

!se or benefit of the official; (2) soliciting or receiving 

invthing of value, particularly if the source is interested in 

latters before, doing or seeking to do business with, or 

rcaulated by the governmental entity with which the official 

lerves: and (3) receiving or convertinn anything of value from 

i political campaion fund, political party, political action 

lommittee, or similar source, for his personal use. The bill 



is currently in hearinqs in the Ohio House. 

'There has been a continuinq increase in the number 

of requests for advice. The Commission issued 14 formal 

advisory opinions in 19R4, the most since 197G; the Commission 

staff rendered nearly 200 staff opinions, and responded to more 

than 2000 requests for information or advice. In 1985, the 

Commission adonted a new rule to clarify and expand the financia 

disclosure requirement for members of sovereiqn power state 

hoards and commissions, increasinq the number of boards to 130. 

"II. The Ohio Ethics Law 

"Under the Ohio Ethics Lav;, the administration and 

enforcement of the lav are entrusted to four separate agencies, 

each havinq a distinct jurisdiction. The House and Senate 

Leaislativc Ethics Committees are concerned with candidates 

for and members and employees of the General Assembly; the 

Supreme Court Board of Commissioners on Grievances and 

Discipline covers judicial officers and employees, and 

candidates for judicial office; and the Ohio Ethics Commission 

has jurisdiction over all other public officials, employees, 

and candidates for public office, more than half a million 

^iblic servants. 

"The Ohio Ethics Commission is a bipartisan, 

nonpartisan board consistina of six members - three Democrats 

i=ind three Republicans, who are appointed by the Governor and 

confirmed by the Senate; they serve si::-ycar terms and are 



ancompensated. 

"The Commission staff of 11 is structured as 

follov/s: Executive Director (administration, budget, 

Legislation); Assistant Executive Director (advice), Commission 

Counsel (enforcement); Administrative Assistant (personnel and 

fiscal); two Financial Disclosure Coordinators (one for city 

and county officials; the other for state officials and 

employees, and enforcement); two Legal Aide/Investigators; 

3ublic Information Officer- !7ord Processing Operator; and 

taceptionist/Tvnist. Staff members are renuirod to have 

Political acuitv, but are not permitted to engage in political 

activity. The Commission budget for FY 1984-35 was about 

?350,000 per year, and for FY 1986-87, slightly less than 

•1400,000 per year. 

"The application of the Ethics Law, Chapter 102. of 

the Revised Code, and its sister statute, Section 2921.42 of 

the Revised Code, may be divided into three major areas: 

[1) financial disclosure; (2) administration and enforcement 

)f the Ethics Law? and (3) conflict of interest, influence 

meddling, and other substantive prohibitions. 

"Financial Disclosure 

"All elected officials and candidates for elective 

)ffice, except village, township, or school board office, and 

certain appointed state officials, are required to file 

financial disclosure statements each year. 
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"The administration and enforcement of the financial 

disclosure requirement is the most visible of the Commission's 

activities. The requirement is consistent with the thread of 

deterrence that underlies the Ethics Law - by requiring the 

official to examine his interests, and makinq the form 

available for review by nublic and press. There is no evidence 

bhat this requirement has discouraged citizens from nublic 

service. 

'The statement requires only identification of 

sources, not amounts, of income, investments, real estate 

\oldinqs, aifts, debtors and creditors, and other financial 

interests. Tt is filed by April 15 of each year, similar to 

mother disclosure statement'1 with which we're all familiar. 

fA sample form is available today.) 

Commission Enforcement Procedures 

"The Commission responds to citizen complaints and 

initiates investiqations into alleqed conflicts of interest 

Lnvolvinq public officials and employees. All matters 

:oncerninq investiqations are confidential. The Commission 

>perPtes under strinqent enforcement nroccdures desiqned to 

jrotcct th«? rights and refutations of officials and employees 

jeeused oF violations of the Ethics Lav;. 

"The Commission conducts hearinqs on complaints 

ifter makinq a threshold determination that a complaint is not 

frivolous and that there is reasonable cause to believe that 
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the facts alleged constitute a violation. The connlaint 

hoprinq provides an oonortunity for the nxiMic official or 

^mlover charged with a violation to nroscnt his or her defense. 

"If thr> Commission finds, based on a nreoonderance 

nf the evidence, that a nublic official has violated the Kthics 

r.,aw, the case is turned over to the anoropriate Prosecuting 

authority (similar to arand jurv) . 

"Advisory Opinions 

"The Commission issues formal and infernal advisory 

^pinions in response to prospective or hypothetical questions 

relatina to ethics, conflicts of interest, and financial 

lisclosure under the Ethics Lav.' and the Criminal Code provision 

lealinn with interests in a nublic contract. To date, the 

Commission has issued more than 135 formal advisory opinions. 

rhev have the effect of lav? to the extend that they insulate 

:he person requesting the oninion, and others similarly 

situated, from prosecution and removal from office, provided he 

complies with the advice. 

"Legislation 

"The Commission is required by law to recommend 

Leaislation, and we must also oppose certain bills. Currently, 

:hore are more than a dozen ethics bills before the Ohio 

leneral Assembly, including: (1) the Commission's conflict of 

interest bill: (2) several bills on conversion of campaign 

:unds to personal use: (3) a bill requiring mandatory 



briefings by the Ethics Commission for all state officials; 

and (4) several others that are political. 

"Public Education 

"The Ethics Law also provides for a "continuing 

urogram of public education" to inform private citizens and 

public servants alike of the provisions of law. We publish two 

iamphlets ("Ethics Is Everybody's Business" and a new financial 

lisclosure brochure), a quarterly newsletter, law reprints, and 

>ther reports for distribution. I have some copies today, and 

rill be hapny to send you more. In 1981-02, Commission staff 

risited all 88 counties in Ohio, we arc now undertaking a 

>rogram of city visitations, with emphasis on new city 

jdministrations. The Commission staff averages two or more 

speeches a month. We are now engaged in a major project to 

nforp all state officials and employees of the requirements of 

:he law. 

"Prohibitions of the Ohio Ethics Law 

"Of the dozen substantive prohibitions in the 

Jthics Law and related statutes, there are four key provisions: 

[1) the "revolving door" prohibition: (2) the "conflict of 

Interest" prohibition; (3) the "influence peddling 

jrohibition: and (4) the prohibition against improper 

interest in public contracts. 

"Section 102.03(A) - "Revolving Door" 

"Division (A) of Section 102.03 of the Revised Code 
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LS the "revolvina door" provision of the Ohio Ethics Law, 

amended in 1980, which prohibits a present or former public 

official or employee from representing a private client, before 

lis own acrency or any other governmental agencv, on any matter 

n which he personally participated while in public office. 

"The basic theory underlying this "revolving door" 

prohibition is that nresent and former public officials should 

lot take unfair advantage of their government service by using 

'insider knowledge" or the "old-boy network," to unfairly 

.nfluence government decisions, either against competitors or 

:o compromise the system itself. It does not prohibit 

larkcting general expertise, and exempts new matters or matters 

n which the former employee did not participate, legislative 

matters, and ministerial tasks. 

'recently, the Commission concluded that the 

revolving door" Prohibition applies to transfers between 

rovernmental agencies, such as the Auditor's office: (other 

sxamnles: lrwver (case strateny) and Hinns). Related 

>rovisions nrohibit: (1) tailoring official conduct to 

snhance future private employment (P..C. 102.03 (D)) : and (2) 

lisuso of confidential information (P..C. 102.03 (B)) . 

"Section 10 2.03(D) - ''Conflict of Interest" 

"Division (D) of Section 102.03 of the Revised Code 

.n the basic "conflict of interest" provision of the Ohio 

Ithics Law, which nrohibits a public ofFicial or employee from 



using his official position for nersonal crain or benefit. For 

sxannle, a 1979 advisory opinion nrohibited a member of a 

township zoning commission fron votincr on a zoninrr change or 

variance in which he had a commission interest as a real estate 

aaent. In another, a citv council member was prohibited fron 

voting on downtown revitalization that affected his property. 

En each case, the official's personal interest might have 

Impaired his independence of judgment, and his vote, as a nublic 

afficial. By voting to approve the change, he would be using 

lis nublic position to enhance his nrivate, pecuniary interest. 

(Another example: coercion - cosmetology). Recent Commission 

opinions have disapproved of the acceptance of honoraria, 

consulting fees, seminar reaistration fees, and travel expenses 

from parties that are interested in, regulated by, or doing or 

leekinci to do business with the official or employee's agency. 

[t is not the amount of the gift, but the source that is the 

Eocus here: (examples Violations of this provision depend 

irery much on the facts and circumstances of the particular case. 

rhe Commission's conflict of interest bill would codify this 

series of opinions. 

"Section 102.04(A)&(C) - "Influence Peddling" 

"The "influence peddling1' provisions prohibit a 

public official or employee from receiving compensation for 

services rendered in any matter which is before any agency of 

bhe governrental entity with which he serves. 
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"however, there is an exemption, added to the lav; 

1976, for nonelected officials and employees, if: (1) the 

ency with which the official or employee seeks to do 

siness with is not the entity with which he serves; and (2) 

files an affidavit with the agencv with which he serves, the 

ency with which he seeks to do business, and the Ethics 

mmission, making the transaction a matter of public record. 

example of this kind of activity could be two state 

oloyees, a tax department employee and health department 

">loyec who run private tax services in their spare time. 

a tax department employee may find himself in the position of 

coiving compensation from a client for nreparing a state tax 

burn, which would be in violation of this provision. However, 

2 health department employee would be permitted to prepare tax 

turns, provided he makes the arrangement a matter of public 

cord by filing the exemption form with both departments and 

3 ftthics Commission. 

"Section 2921.42 - Improper Interest In A Public 

ntract 

"Section 2921.42 of the Revised Code, part of the 

Lminal Code, prohibits any public official or employee from 

tring an improper interest in a nublic tontract. 

'This Section consists of five prohibitions, an 

seption, and an exemption. !7e will focus on just two of 

sse Prohibitions. Division (A)(1) prohibits any public 



official from knowingly authorizing, votina, or otherwise using 

the authority or influence of his office to secure the approval 

~>f a nublic contract in which h<?, a family member, or nnv 

Misiness associate has an interest. This prohi.Iiit.ion is a 

felony, ant1 prohibits active attests to influence the 

authorization of puMic contmcts. Division (̂ ) (A) of .Section 

2921.̂ -2 of the HevisocT Co''.o, a --'isdenoanor,- prohibits any 

iuhlic official fron knowinrrl'' havin<-r any interest in the 

profits or benefits of a public contract entered into by or for 

bhe use of: the Governmental nntitv ••'i.th which he is con nee tec"*.. 

This is the r-oneral, ''catch-all'" prohibition. 

"It is important to nnte that this latter 

prohibition applies vhother or not the Public official takes 

so~e affirmative action to have the contract approved- it 

applies if the official is " interested" in the contract and the 

contract is arorovRcl. regardless of his conduct. 

"The exception armlies to persons with a minor, 

lonparticinatorv ownership interest in a corporation. The 

i:ccmption applies if each of four specific criteria are met: 

[1) the subject o^ the contract is necessary supplies or 

services- (2) the supplies or services are unobtainable 

>lsewhcre for the sar.e or lower cost, or are furnished as part 

>f a continuing course of dcalinrr established prior to the 

mblic official's involvement with the governmental entity; 

[3) the treatment accorded the governmental entity is either 
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"referential to or the sane as that accorded other clients in 

similar transactions; and (4) the entire transaction is 

conducted at arm's lcnqth, with full knowledge bv the 

rrovernmcntal entity of the interest of the nublic official, and 

the public official takes no part in the deliberations or 

decisions v.'ith resnect to the contract, Examples: gravel --

zontinuinq course of dealinq: unobtainable elsewhere must be 

demonstrated by an objective standard. 

"In general, the Ohio Ethics Law prohibits: (1) 

bhe "revolving door;" (2) misuse of confidential information: 

(3) participation in a license or rate-makinq proceeding in 

;hich the official is interested: (4) qeneral "conflicts of 

Interest" or misuse of position for oersonal gain or benefit; 

(5) "influence peddlinq;" and (6) improner interest in a 

•>ublic contract. 

"III. Policv Issues and Themes 

"The Ohio Ethics Law is a narrow, but complex, 

statute that establishes a code of conduct for public officials 

and employees in Ohio. It is not a comprehensive statute - it 

ioes not cover every type of unethical conduct, or even every 

conflict of interest (nepotism). It does provide a standard of 

conduct and gives the Commission authority to advise public 

officials, specifically and generally, on the Ethics Lav; and 

related questions dealing with ethics, conflicts of interest, 

md financial disclosure. Similarly, we advise public officials 



on the appearance of impropriety. 

"It is important to emphasize that the concepts of 

prevention and deterrence flow throuqh the law, which may be 

seen in the adninistration and enforcement of the law by the 

Commission, from its statutory authoritv to render advisory 

opinions that have the effect of law and carrv qrants of 

Lmr.unity, to the emphasis that the Commission places on seekinq 

compliance rather than prosecution. Advice is readily 

available to forestall violations before they occur. On the 

ather hand, the Commission has the authority, and the duty, to 

vigorously enforce the lav/. 

"IV. Recommendations 

"If I were to enact an ethics law, I would becrin bv 

studvina the ethics laws of various states (Ohio, T7ashinqton, 

lassachusetts (strict) and V7isconsin) . I would also take a 

Look at the Blue Bool: published by the Council on Governmental 

Sthics Laws (and attend their conference) to determine the ranrje 

•>f choices of structure, oraanization, and prohibitions. For 

several objective reasons, I would start with the Ohio Ethics 

Law: Ohio's law was used as one of the models for a flodel 

Hthics Law prepared bv the National Municipal. Loaaue in the 

nid-1970's, and used as an example for some of the more recent 

2thics laws, includinq Massachusetts. 

'The ethics commission should be an independent, 

ainartisan, and nonpolitical body, but should not have 
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jurisdiction over the Supreme Court or legislators. This 

"multiple ethics agency" system may seen awkward at first, but 

it saves nany problems with resnect to budget and even the very 

*::istence of the Cormission (nee "lirssisnioni and Alabama) . The 

states with the weakest ethics laws and the weakest ethics 

commissions are those states in which the ethics commission has 

jurisdiction over leaislators. 

"In the area of financial disclosure, which I believ 

?hio does well, I would nlace the nreatest ernhasis on disclosurf 

Df sources rather than amounts of income. I would raise the 

threshold limits of the Ohio law to a uniform $1000, and I 

•?ould also add a requirement that government contracts be 

ills closed. 

"In the area of conflict of interest, I would do 

Largely what we arc doing in House !3ill 300 in Ohio: (1) 

srohibit active use of position to secure anything of value; 

(2) prohibit receipt of anything of value received under 

circumstances that create a conflict of interest particularly 

Lf the source is a partv that is interested in, regulated by, 

3r doinn or seekina to do business with the governmental agency: 

ind (3) nrohibit conversion of cannairrn funds to personal use. 

beyond this, I would authorize the ethics Commission to enforce 

the prohibition against improper interests in a public contract. 

fou may also wish to broaden the prohibition to cover the donor 

3f the gift. 
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"I would be sure that the Ethics Agency has 

sufficient enforcement tools, including sufficient staff and 

mdget to conduct meaningful investigations and hearings, to 

lave subpoena power, and to issue criminal sanctions. In 

iddition, it may be appropriate to consider a statewide 

irosecutor to take these cases to court: over the first ten 

'cars the Commission had excellent cooperation from prosecutors, 

tut in the last 18 months we have soon some reluctance, 

larticularly where the cases were very political. I would also 

luthorize the commission to levy civil penalties, such as fines 

:or financial disclosure and reprimands, as additional 

inforcement tools short of criminal prosecution. 

"Conclusion 

"You have a great challenge before you. Ethics 

.egislation may be the most difficult type of legislation to 

Iraft, and to secure enactment, but the result is important -- a 

itandard of conduct for public officials, and greater public 

:onfidence in government." 



1 J 4 

I hereby certify that the proceedings and 

jvidcnce taken by me in the within matter are fully and 

accurately indicated in mv notes and that this is a true 

md correct transcript of same. 

. W*Xla W.4ft*A**ki 
Dorothy .'l/MHalone 
ReqisterecKProfossional Reporter 
135 South Landis Street 
Hummelstown, Pennsylvania 17036 



APPENDIX 
DR. PANCOAST'S TESTIMONY 

STATE ETHICS COMMISSION'S 
RECOMMENDED AMENDMENTS 

TO ACT 170, 1978, 
65 P.S. §401 e t . seq. 

INTRODUCTION 

March 11, 1987, the members of the State Ethics Commission agreed to 
to the General Assembly of Pennsylvania the implementation of certain 
ts to the Conflicts of Interests/Public Officials Act, Act 170, of 
P.S. §401 et. seq. These proposed changes to the law, which are 

esented as part of the Sunset review of the Commission are based upon 
nation of the nine (9) year operational history of the agency. The 
of the Commission believe that the proposals and concepts set forth 
e not only justified as a matter of practical experience but are 
y in order to insure that the effective administration and intent of 
are ful f i l led. 

TION 2 - DEFINITIONS 

Recommendation: That the definition of public official be amended so 
iminate therefrom the last sentence. (See underlined section of 
on below). This change would bring the Ethics Act in accord with the 
ng judicial precedent. 

Background: The State Ethics Act contains the following definition 
c official: 

tion 2. Definitions. 

"Public off icial ." Any elected or appointed official in 
the Executive, Legislative or Judicial Branch of the State 
or any political subdivision thereof, provided that i t 
shall not include members of advisory boards that have no 
authority to expend public funds other than reimbursement 
for personal expense, or to otherwise exercise the power 
of the State or any political subdivision thereof. 
"Public official" shall not include any appointed official 
who receives no compensation other than reimbursement for 
actual expenses. 65 P.S. 402. 
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382, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania ru led, as unconst i tu t iona l , 
sentence of the above d e f i n i t i o n . See Snider V. Thomburgh, 469 Pa. 
\.2d 593, (1981). The remedy reached by the Supreme Court upon 
at the above phrase was unconst i tut ional was to excise the 
Jt ional language from the d e f i n i t i o n of public o f f i c i a l as set fo r th 
ate Ethics Act. The u n c o n s t i t u t i o n a l phrase has remained in the 
he State Ethics Act even though i t has been declared i n v a l i d . This 
ause the Act, to date, has not been amended. The State Ethics 
n has recently promulgated rules and regulations implementing th i s 
, however, much confusion i s s t i l l occurring becasue the statute has 
amended. (See, 16 Pa. Bu l l e t i n P. 4653). The Legis lat ive Budget and 
ommittee Report recommended l eg i s l a t i ve correct ion of t h i s matter. 

Recommendation: The d e f i n i t i o n of immediate family should be 
s fo l lows: 

A parent, spouse, c h i l d , brother , s i s t e r or l i k e 
re l a t i ve - i n - l aw . 

Background: The d e f i n i t i o n of immediate family as current ly 
in the Act provides as fo l lows: 

ion 2. De f i n i t i ons . 

"Immediate fami ly . " A spouse residing i n the person's 
household and minor dependent ch i ld ren . 65 P.S. 402. 

resul t of t h i s pa r t i cu la r d e f i n i t i o n , the State Ethics Commission 
obligated to issue a number of orders and opinions that have 
publ ic o f f i c i a l s to take d i rec t act ion as governmental o f f i c i a l s in 

to members of t h e i r family such as adult ch i ld ren , brothers, s i s te rs , 
closely related inv id idua ls . See, Phil l i p s , 451; Todaro, 434; 

2. Clear ly , i t i s very un l ike ly that a pubTic o f f i c i a l would award a 
from his governmental body to his minor dependent c h i l d . I t i s more 
at such a contract would be awarded to his adult ch i ld or another 
at ive who has submitted a b i d . This type of a c t i v i t y seems to be in 
n f l i c t wi th the in tent and purpose of the law as set f o r th in the 
of the State Ethics Act. 

t i o n a l l y , more recent l eg i s l a t i ve enactments have provided expanded 
ns of t h i s term. Spec i f i ca l l y the Convention Center Authori ty Act, 
70 provides: 

"Immediate fami ly . " A parent, spouse, c h i l d , brother , 
s i s t e r or l i ke r e l a t i ve - i n - l aw . 

t i on of t h i s d e f i n i t i o n as part of the Ethics Act would thus be 
t w i th the current ly ex is t ing law. 

- 2 -
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ION 3 - RESTRICTED ACTIVITIES 

Recommendation: Section 403(c) of the State Ethics Act should be 
o provide as fo l lows: 

(c) No public o f f i c i a l or publ ic employee or a member of 
h is immediate family or any business in which the person 
or a member of the person's immediate family i s a 
d i r ec to r , o f f i c e r , owner or holder of stock exceeding 5% 
of the equity at f a i r market value of the business shal l 
enter in to any contract valued at $500 or more wi th [ a ] 
the o f f i c i a l ' s or employee's governmental body unless the 
contract has been awarded through an open and public 
process, inc luding p r i o r publ ic not ice and subsequent 
publ ic disclosure of a l l proposals considered and 
contracts awarded. Any contract made in v i o l a t i on of t h i s 
subsection shal l be voidable by a court of competent 
j u r i s d i c t i o n i f the su i t i s commenced w i th in 
90 days of making of the contract . The foregoing 
requirements const i tu te a procedure to be employed where 
contract ing i s otherwise authorized by law. 

Background: The State Ethics Commission has t r a d i t i o n a l l y applied 
(c) to require that i t i s appl icable only when a public o f f i c i a l 
to contract wi th his own governmental body. A s t r i c t reading of 
(c) of the Ethics Act, hov/ever, as out l ined above, c lear ly indicates 
an be applied in a broader fashion, thereby proh ib i t ing a public 
from contract ing w i th any governmental body. This broad proh ib i t ion 
m to be unduly burdensome and as a resu l t , i t i s recommended that 
03(c) of the State Ethics Act be amended in accordance wi th the way 
en interpreted by the State Ethics Commission. See Bryan, 80-014; 
-047. 

t i o n a l l y , Section 3(c) should contain a c l a r i f i c a t i o n ind icat ing that 
i cu la r provision of the State Ethics Act i s not in and of i t s e l f a 
ed author i ty fo r publ ic o f f i c i a l s to have in terests i n contracts wi th 
ta l bodies. For example, a number of municipal codes and other 
al agency enabling statutes provide spec i f i ca l l y that t h e i r members 
yees may not have a d i rec t in teres t i n any contract that i s l e t by 
cy or that they may not have in teres t i n excess of a cer ta in do l la r 
This pa r t i cu la r provis ion of the State Ethics Act, i t has been 
upersedes a l l of the previously ex is t ing proh ib i t ions re la t ing to 
e and i s a general author izat ion fo r a l l publ ic o f f i c i a l s to contract 
r own governmental body. The t rad i t i ona l in te rp re ta t ion of t h i s 
by the Ethics Commission, however, has been that i t i s not an 

t i on fo r ind iv iduals to contract wi th t h e i r governmental bodies, but 
a procedure to be employed where such contract ing i s otherwise 

d by law. 

- 3 -
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ION 4 - STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL INTEREST REQUIRED TO BE FILED. 

Recommendation: Section 404(a) of the State Ethics Act should be 
o provide as follows: 

(a) Each public employee [employed by] and public official 
of_ the Commonwealth shall file a statement of financial 
interests for the preceding calendar year with the 
department, agency or bureau in which he is employed no 
later than May 1 of each year that he holds such a 
position and of the year after he leaves such a position. 
Any other public employee and public official shall file a 
statement of financial interests wffh the governing 
authority of the political subdivision by which he is 
employed no later than May 1 of each year that he holds 
such a position and of the year after he leaves such 
a position. 65 P.S. 404(a). 

Background: Section 404(a) of the State Ethics Act provides for the 
Statements of Financial Interests on an annual basis. While Section 
e State Ethics Act has an affirmative requirement that all public 
file by May 1 of each year, strikingly omitted from the State Ethics 

similar requirement for public officials. As a result, it has been 
at the filing requirement on an annual basis only applies to public 
, thereby exempting public officials from filing on a yearly basis. 
one court case has been dismissed on this specific basis. See 
lth v. Crooks. In at least one other case, Kremer v. State Ethics 
n, 56 Pa. C. 160, 424 A.2d 968, (1981), the Commonwealth Court of 
nia has held that the filing requirement is equally applicable to 
ployees and public officials. As long as this particular provision, 
is not expressly stated in the Ethics Act it is always subject to 
edification by future judicial decisions. 

ecommendation: Section 404(d) of the State Ethics Act should provide 
cific per diem penalty or other appropriate sanction for the late 
a statement of financial interests. The State Ethics Commission 
specifically authorized to levy and enforce said sanctions. 

Background: Section 404(d) of the Act provides as follows: 

ion 4. Statement of financial interests required to be filed. 

(d) No public official shall be allowed to take the oath 
of office or enter or continue upon his duties, nor shall 
he receive compensation from public funds, unless he has 
filed a statement of financial interests with the 
commission as required by this act. 65 P.S. 404(d). 

-4-
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i set fo r th above, there i s no provision in the law for la te f i l i n g . 
I l y , while the above provis ion may be considered a penalty such would 
be applicable only to publ ic o f f i c i a l s and not publ ic employees. 

ig has h i s t o r i c a l l y been a problem area and as such the act should be 
i re la t ion there to . 

Recommendation: Section 404(b) and (e) of the State Ethics Act 
amended to provide as fo l lows: 

(b) Each candidate fo r publ ic o f f i ce shal l f i l e a 
statement of f inanc ia l in terests fo r the preceding 
calendar year [w i th the commission p r i o r to f i l i n g a 
p e t i t i o n to appear on the ba l l o t fo r e lect ion as a public 
o f f i c i a l . A p e t i t i o n to appear on the ba l lo t shal l not be 
accepted by an e lect ion o f f i c i a l unless the pe t i t i on 
includes an a f f i d a v i t that the candidate has f i l e d the 
required statement of f inanc ia l in terests wi th the 
commission.] as provided fo r i n sub-section 404(e). 

(e)(1) Any candidate fo r State-wide public o f f i ce shal l 
f i l e a statement of f inanc ia l in terests wi th the 
Commission on or before the las t day fo r f i l i n g a pe t i t i on 
t o appear on the ba l lo t f o r e lec t i on . A copy of safd 
statement of f inanc ia l in terests shal l also be appended to 
such p e t i t i o n . 

(2) Any candidate fo r County-wide or local o f f i ce shal l 
f i l e a statement of f inanc ia l in terests wi th the governing 
author i ty of the p o l i t i c a l subdivision i n which he i s a 
candidate" on or before the las t day for f i l i n g a pe t i t i on 
t o appear on the ba l l o t fo r e lec t i on . A copy of said 
statement of f inanc ia l in terests shal l also be appended to 
such p e t i t i o n . 

(3) No pe t i t i on to appear on the ba l lo t f o r e lect ion shal l 
be accepted by the respective state or local e lect ion 
o f f i c i a l s unless said p e t i t i o n has appended thereto a 
statanent of f inanc ia l in terests as set fo r th above. 
Fai lure to f i l e said statement i n accordance wi th the 
provisions of the Act sh~all i~n addi t ion to any"b"ther 
penalt ies provided, be a fa ta l defect to the nomination 
p e t i t i o n . 

Background: Sections 404(b), (e) of the State Ethics Act requires a 
a Statement of Financial Interests by candidates for public o f f i ce 

Commission p r io r to f i l i n g a pe t i t i on to appear on the ba l lo t fo r 
is a public o f f i c i a l . Pursuant to 404(e), candidates are also 
to f i l e Statements of Financial Interests at the local l e v e l . During 
» of a municipal e l ec t i on , as many as 26,000 Financial Interests 
; have been f i l e d wi th the State Ethics Commission. The monitoring 
Latements and the enforcing of the f i l i n g requirement, has proven to 
"emely burdensome and expensive task. In add i t ion , court decisions 
;d to r e s t r i c t the Ethics Commission a b i l i t y to enforce the f i l i n g 

c 
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See State Ethics Commission v. Baldwin, 497 Pa. 609, 443 A.2d 1141, 
Ethics Commission v. Landauer, Pa. Commw. ; 496 A.2d 862 
5enerally the filing requirement for candidates should be amended in 
Ethics Act so as to insure a better administrative enforcement 
and for more appropriate remedies and penalties for failure to 
squired. 

ION 5 - STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL INTERESTS 

Recommendation: Section 405(b) of the State Ethics Act should be 
> provide as follows: 

Ion 5. Statement of financial interests. 

(b) The statement shall include the following Information 
for the prior calendar year with regard to the person 
required to f i l e the statement: [and the members of his 
immediate family:] 

Background: Section 405 of the State Ethics Act provides for the 
information to be included on the Statement of Financial Interests. 
)5(b) of this particular provision provides that the statement shall 
lformation regarding the f i l e r and members of his immediate family. 
ie Court of Pennsylvania has ruled that the f i l i ng requirement as 
) spouses of public of f ic ia ls and minor dependent children, is 
itional in so far as i t violated the Pennsylvania Constitutional 
>rivacy. As a result, these provisions of Section 405(a) are no 
jally applicable. See Denoncourt v. State Ethics Commission, 504 Pa. 
L2d 945, (1983). In l ight of the fact that this decision was 
>n constitutional grounds there would appear to be no way absent a 
:ional amendment to address this issue. The Legislative Budget and 
wimittee audit report also recommended this amendment. 

Recommendation: Sections 405 (5 ) ; 405(6) of the Act should be 
) provide as follows: 

(5) The name and address of any [person who is the] direct 
or indirect source of income total l ing in the aggregate of 
$500 or more. However, this provision shall not be 
construed to require the divulgence of confidential 
information protected by statute or existing professional 
codes of ethics. 

(6) The name and address of any [person from whom] source * ^ 
of a g i f t or gifts valued in the aggregate at $200 or more 
were received, and the value and the circumstances of each 
g i f t . However, this provision shall not be applicable to 
gif ts received from the individual's spouse, parents, 
parents by marriage, siblings, children or grandchildren. 
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Background: Sections 405 (5); (6) of the State Ethics Act provides 
s: 

ion 5. Statement of financial interests. 

(5) The name and address of any person who is the 
direct or indirect source of income totalling in 
the aggregate of $500 or more. However, this 
provision shall not be construed to require the 
divulgence of confidential information protected 
by statute or existing professional codes of 
ethics. 

(6) The name and address of any person from whom a 
gift or gifts valued in the aggregate at $200 or 
more were received, and the value and the 
circumstances of each gift. However, this 
provision shall not be applicable to gifts 
received from the individual's spouse, parents, 
parents by marriage, siblings, children or 
grandchildren. 

an be observed from above, public officials and employees must report 
Statements of Financial Interests any person who is the direct or 
source of income totalling in the aggregate of $500 or more or any 
om whom a gift is received. The definitional section of the State 
t provides the definition of person as: 

ion 2. Definitions. 

"Person." A business, individual, corporation, union, 
association, firm, partnership, committee, club or other 
organization or group of persons. 65 P.S. 402. 

estion has recently been raised, based upon the foregoing, regarding 
person has to list, on a Statement of Financial Interests, income 
received from a governmental body. As can be clearly observed, the 

on, as delineated above, does not make reference or include any 
tal entity. The definitional sections of the State Ethics Act 
for governmental body as a separate definition. As such, individuals 
arently not have to report income received from governmental bodies. 
course, would defeat the entire purpose of the State Ethics Act. One 
imary elements of the filing requirement is to determine whether 
ficials have received income other than the compensation that is 
for by law. The Financial Interests Statement was an attempt to 
if individuals had received income from other governmental bodies or 
r own governmental body on other matters. 

_7 _ 
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ION 7 - DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION 

Recommendation: The State Ethics Act should be amended to include 
imfcf provision as part of the duties of the Commission: 

7(9)(v) To issue orders re la t ing to invest igat ions 
i n i t i a t e d pursuant to section 8, "outTTning the alleged 
v io la t i on of the Act, f indings of fac t and conclusions" of 
law. Said orders may include recommendations to law 
enforcement o f f i c f a l s as providetPin section 7(1177" Any 
order f ind ing that a publ ic o f f i c i a l " has obtained a 
f inanc ia l gain i n v i o l a t i on of the Act may require the 
r e s t i t u t i o n of that gain "with in te res t to the appropriate 
governmental body. The State 'Ethics Commission or the 
Of f ice of Attorney General shal l have j u r i s d i c t i o n to 
apply to the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania seeking 
enforcement of an order requir ing such r e s t i t u t i o n . The 
r e s t i t u t i o n requirement as set f o r t h above shal l be in 
addi t ion to any other penalt ies provided for i n t h i s ac t . 

Background: The p roh ib i t i on upon the receipt of an unwarranted 
gain by a publ ic of f ic ia l /employee i s the focal point of the Ethics 

Dvernmental body that has suffered a loss as a resul t should be 
to r e s t i t u t i o n . Add i t i ona l l y , a publ ic of f ic ia l /employee should not 
ted to re ta in publ ic funds received in v io la t i on of the law. Long 
jud ic ia l precedent supports t h i s concept. Allegheny County v. Gr ier , 
39, 36 A.2d 353, (1897); Kestler Appeal, 66 Pa. Commw. Ct. 1 , 444 

(1982); McCutcheon v. State Ethics Commission, 77 Pa. Commw. Ct. 
A.2d 283,~T1983). The Act , however, while obviously intending to 
is p r inc ip le f a i l s to provide clear language so s t a t i ng . Also, t h i s 
in many cases would o f f e r a public of f ic ia l /employee the opportunity 

the more severe criminal penalt ies of the Act where appropriate. 

Recommendation: Section 7(9)(111) of the Act should be amended to 
s fo l lows: 

( 1 i i ) I n i t i a t e an inquiry where an opinion has not been 
requested but where there i s a reasonable be l ie f that a 
con f l i c t may e x i s t . Such inquiry shal l be conducted in 
privacy wi th f u l l respect to the con f i den t i a l i t y of a l l 
the par t ies Involved i n the alleged c o n f l i c t . I f the 
commission f inds that there i s a c o n f l i c t , the information 
shal l be provided fo r cr iminal proceedings unless the 
alleged offender removes himself from the con f l i c t without 
receiving f inanc ia l ga in . 

Background: In re la t i on to Section 407 ( 9 ) ( i i i ) , that provision of 
rovides as fo l lows: 
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ion 7. Duties of the commission. 

( i i i ) In i t ia te an inquiry where an opinion has not been 
requested but where there is a reasonable belief that a 
conflict may exist . Such inquiry shall be conducted in 
privacy with fu l l respect to the confidentiality of a l l 
the parties inolved in the alleged confl ict . I f the 
commission finds that there is a confl ict , the information 
shall be provided for criminal proceedings unless the 
alleged offender removes himself from the conflict with 
receiving financial gain. 65 P.S. 4 0 7 ( i i i ) . 

ppears as though when originally enacted the word out was omitted 
last l ine of that def ini t ion. As i t now reads the provision of law 
that unless the alleged offender removes himself from the conflict 
iving financial gain. I t is believed that the General Assembly 
that word to be without and that the phrase should read "unless the 
ffender removes himself from the conflict without receiving financial 

DMENT TO CONFIDENTIAL ACCESS STATUTE 

ecommendation: The Statute allowing certain agencies to petition the 
l th Court of Pennsylvania in order to obtain access to confidential 
on be amended so as to accord the State Ethics Commission authority 
this procedure. See, 42 Pa. C.S.A. §8721. Specific language wil l 

t forth herein, however, the Commission wi l l provide a recommended 
at the appropriate time. 

Background: The State Ethics Commission, in addition to being an 
ative agency, perfprms an investigative function. In this respect 
ssion has been given broad-brased investigative powers including the 
issue subpoenas and gather evidence. During the course of many 
n investigations, the Commission is called upon to obtain various 
and information from other governmental bodies. There are occasions 
information is withheld from the Commission on the basis that i t is 

ly confidential or otherwise protected. The Commission, for example, 
equirement of monitoring Statements of Financial Interests and 
ting alleged violations in relation to Statements of Financial 
. I t would be extremely beneficial to the Commission to have access, 
l e , to corporate tax returns in order to determine i f individuals 
ived income in excess of $500 from corporations in which they have 
financial interests. Corporate tax returns, however, are 
ia l ly protected by statute. Similarly, the Commission has on 
been required to obtain information contained in personnel f i les 
the conduct of public employees insofar as i t may have violated the 

ics Act. Once again, this type of information has been withheld from 
ssion as confidential. One remedy to the above situation would be to 
poenas for said information. The subpoena, however, does not negate 
dentiality of said material which may s t i l l be used as a valid 
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o the dissemination thereof. I t would appear, however, that another 
available to the State Ethics Commission but would require 

ve amendments to the Pennsylvania Judiciary Code. Specifically, 42 
. Section 8721, (the Confidential Access Statute), allows certain 
tive agencies access to information which is held by another 
tal agency and which is confidential in nature. This statute 
for a complete procedure and further provides for the continued 
iallty of certain information. 
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